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QUAUIY ASSURANCE mXTECT FIAN
EAIJ OAIRE MUNICIPAL WELL FIEID

REMEDIAL INVESTIGATICN/FEASIBIUTX SIUDY
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) requiresparticipation of all U.S. EPA contractors In a centrally managedquality assurance (QA) program. This requirement is applied to all
environmental monitoring and measurement efforts mandated or supported
by U.S. EPA.
Each contractor generating data has the responsibility to implementminJonura procedures to assure that the precision, accuracy,
completeness and representativeness of its data are known anddocumented. To insure the responsibility is net uniformly, each U.S.EPA contractor roust prepare a written QA Project Plan (QAPP) covering
each project it is contracted to perform.
This QAPP presents the organization, objectives, functional activities
and specific QA and quality control (QC) activities associated withthe Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) at the Eau ClaireMunicipal Well Field, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. The QAPP is designed toachieve the specific data quality goals of the RI/FS at the Eau Claire
Municipal Well Field site.
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SECTION 2
PROJECT DESCRIPITCg*

The remedial investigation portion of the RI/FS is designed to gather
specific information necessary to assess if the site presents a hazardto human health or welfare or to the environment and to evaluatepotentially feasible remedial actions. All tasks and subtasks aredirected toward acconplishment of these primary objectives.
2.1 BACKGROUND
The City of Eau Claire is located in northwest Eau Claire County,Wisconsin (Figure 1) at the confluence of the Eau Claire River and theChippewa River. At present, the city water system is supplied bygroundwater pumped from shallow glacial deposits. The municipal well
field, a 500-acre site, is located in the northwest corner of the cityon the east bank of the Chippewa River near the Eau Claire CountyAirport (Figure 2). Land use in the vicinity of the well fieldconsists of light industry east of the airport and residential areas
to the west and south of the well field. The city-owned water systemincludes 14 active wells, a water treatment facility and 3ground-level storage reservoirs. The water system servesapproximately 57,000 residents of Eau Claire and the surroundingcommunity, as well as numerous commercial and industrialestabl ishments.
The 14 currently active wells include 9 wells developed in the north
well field and 5 in the south well field. The oldest and newestactive wells were drilled in 1934 and 1978, respectively. Total well
depths range from 83 to 105 feet, with inner casing diameters of 16 to20 inches. The existing treatment plant, located on Riverview Drive,has a design capacity of 24 million gallons per day (mgd). The plantprovides iron and manganese removal for water from the south wellfield, then water from the north well field, which has lower iron and
manganese concentrations, is blended with the treated water prior tofiltration, disinfection, and fluoridation.
In 1981 an EPA survey of water supplies identified several volatileorganic compounds (VOCs) within the city water supply. The compoundsdetected were 1,1-Dichloroethane, 1,1-Dichloroethylene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, and Trichloroethylene (TCE). Further sampling
detected VOCs in all but one production well.
In response to the contamination problem, the City of Eau Clairecontracted with Hickok and Associates to perform a hydrogeologicinvestigation. The investigation resulted in several reports
documenting the general bedrock topography, the local groundwater flow
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system, and a data base of hydrologic and chemical data. As part of
the EPA Interim Work Assignment (IWA), OLM-Hill has issued a reportentitled "Preliminary Hydrogeologic Evaluation - Eau Claire MunicipalWell Field." In addition, water samples were collected from municipal
supply wells and surrounding residential wells and submitted for
chemical analysis by the Central Regional Laboratory (CRL). The
samples were collected during two sampling trips (IWA rounds 1 and 2).
It should be noted that the required number of sample duplicates andblanks were not obtained in these sampling rounds.
The investigations to date have not identified the source of VOCs in
the city water supply. In a report prepared by the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (EUR), nine establishments were
identified in the area that have current or past VOC disposal
practices which may have oontribJted to the groundwater contamination
problem. A potential source of contamination is the National PrestoIndustries, Inc. (NPI) facility approximately 2.5 miles to the east of
the well field. Prior investigations on the waste disposal operations
at NPI indicated that groundwater surrounding their waste disposal
operations was contaminated with heavy metals and that several of
their monitoring wells contained VOCs.
Since the identification of the contamination problem, a significant
base of chemical data has been developed for the Eau Claire well
field. Data collected prior to the IWA did not include full trace
organic scans, and very little inorganic data (trace metals in
particular) for the well field was available. The pre-IWA data base
is included in Appendix A. It should be noted that no information on
the QA/QC protocol used during sample collection and analysis for
these data is available. Thus, the validity of the data is unknown.
Pre-IWA data are of five general types:

o VDC data from Eau Claire Municipal Well Field production
wells (Table A-l)

o VDC data from Eau Claire Municipal Well Field test wells
(Table A-2)

o VDC data from NPI monitoring wells and lagoons (Table A-3)
o Inorganic data from NPI monitoring wells and lagoons (Table

A-3)
o VDC data from private water supply wells (Table A-4)

Also included in Appendix A is a surrarary of phenols data pertaining to
samples collected from NPI.
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Figure 3 illustrates the locations of production wells and test wellsin the well field. Figure 4 illustrates the locations of NPI
monitoring wells. Figure 5 illustrates the locations of wells and
surface waters tested in the area as part of IWA rounds 1 and 2.
The data in Appendix A-l indicate that VOCs are primarily found in
supply wells Nos. 11, 15, 16, and 17. All these wells are located in
the north and northeastern portion of the well field. Supplementalchemical data to evaluate the extent of contamination within andaround the well field were collected during the IWA. These data are
included in Appendix B. The QA protocols used during the collectionand analysis of these samples is included in later sections of the
QAPP. The most prevalent compounds that have been identified at the
highest levels within the well field and/or nearby residential wellsare:

o 1,1,1 Trichloroethane - 188 ug/L
o 1,1 Dichloroethane - 10.3 ug/L
o 1,1 Dichloroethylene - 20 ug/L
o Trichloroethylene (TCE) - 34 .6 ug/L
o Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) - 17.1 ug/L

All of these compounds with the exception of 1,1-Dichloroethane areknown or suspected carcinogens.
2-2 FKQJECT OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this Remedial Investigation Feasibility Study (RI/FS)is to characterize the hazard or threat of hazard posed by the Eau
Claire Municipal Well Field site and, if appropriate, to identify a
cost-effective, environmentally sound remedial action as provided for
by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCIA) and the Natural Oil and Hazardous Substances
Contingency Plan, 40 CFR Part 300 Sutpart F (NCP). Before
alternatives for remedial actions can be considered in the feasibility
study, there must be sufficient information available to develop,
screen, and evaluate potential alternatives. The remedial
investigation will gather and assess information needed to accomplish
the following:

o Assess the type and extent of groundwater contamination in
the well field and within the immediate surroundings.

o Define the hydrologic system encompassing the well field and
determine contaminant pathways, loading rates, and probable
sources.

o Assess the type and extent of contamination in nearby
residential wells.
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o Evaluate if conditions at the site and contaminant levels inthe hydrologic system pose a risk to human health and the
environment.

o Define on-site physical features and facilities that could
affect contaminant migration, containment, or cleanup.

o Develop, screen and evaluate potential remedial actionalternatives.
o Recommend the most cost-effective remedial action

alternative (s) that adequately protects health, welfare and
the environment.

o Prepare a conceptual design of the recommended alternative.
o Identify the source (s) of contamination and supportingdocumentation for enforcement purposes.

In order to accomplish the goals of the RI, (determination of
risk to human health and the environment) water quality criteria must
be addressed. The proposed Maximum Contaminant Levels (13 November
1985, 40 CFR Part 141 Federal Register) for the most prevalent
compounds identified to date are:

1,1,1-Trichloroethane - 200 ug/1
1,1-Dichloroethane - none established
1,1-Dichloroethylene - 7 ug/1
Trichloroethylene (TCE) - 5 ug/L
Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) - None established

These values are consistent with approximately 1 x 10 excess cancer
risk level. The values have been adjusted for lifetime variations in
body weight and height.
The site history and available data base indicate that the boundaries
of the study area are ill-defined. Therefore, the scope of the study
will be refined as the investigation progresses.
A critical element of the remedial investigation will be to gather
high quality analytical data for water quality in the area. Samples
have been collected from both the well field and local water supply
wells as part of the IWA and will be collected from monitoring wells
during the RI. The available data indicate the compounds that are
critical for defining the extent of contamination at the site. To
gather the necessary chemical data, a three-phased approach will be
used:
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Riase I:
Water sanples have been collected from selected wells (in areas of
known contamination) for complete organic and inorganic analyses with
emphasis on VOC analyses, as part of the IWA.
Jfcase II:
Based on these data, and supported by initial sampling during the Site
Characterization of the RI, determine the maximum analytical program
to both trace the extent of contamination and to "fingerprint" the
contamination plume. (This "fingerprinting", in conjunction with dataon the hydrologic system, will be useful for defining the source (s) of
the groundwater contamination.) The analytical program will include
installation of monitoring wells.
Jfcase III:
Collect data from monitoring wells, in addition to municipal and
private wells, if needed, based on the previously defined analytical
program. Data must be accurate to levels consistent with 10 cancer
risk levels. Follow-up data will likely also be collected from
existing monitoring, production and test wells, as well as newly
drilled boreholes.
The data collected will be used for evaluating water quality in
accordance with the Clean Water Act and the Safe Drinking Water Act.
Tne data will also be used for assessing endangerment posed to human
health and the environment by contaminated materials (soil and water)
at the site. Established cancer risks (from the EPA Carcinogen
Assessment Group) and allowable daily intake values will be used
during this evaluation. The sampling and quality control protocol
used during this investigation is consistent with CERCLA guidance.
In general, the data will be used to meet the three primary goals of
the RI/FS:

o Define extent of contamination
o Evaluation of site risk
o Identify feasible remedial measures

The RI/FS includes ten general tasks, each having several subtasks.
The tasks are described in the RI/FS work plan:
Remedial Investigation (RI) Activities:

o Task 1 - Interim Work Assignment
o Task 2 - Site Investigation Support
o Task 3 - Hydrogeologic Investigation (site characterization)
o Task 4 - Source Confirmation (optional)
o Task 5 - Public Health Evaluation
o Task 6 - Remedial Investigation Report
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Feasibility Study FS Activities:
o Task. 7 - Evaluation of Remedial Action Alternatives
o Task 8 - Preparation of Feasibility Study Reporto Task 9 - Predesign

Project Management:
o Task 10 - Project Management and Support Activities

The environmental monitoring and measurement efforts covered by thisQAPP are limited to certain subtasks within Tasks 1, 2, and 3.
2.3 SQiEDUUS
Tne Eau Claire Municipal Well Field RI/FS was authorized in October,
1984. The first drafts of the RI/FS Work Plan and QAFP were submitted
to U.S. EPA by RE*VFIT Contractors CHJt-Hill on April 18, 1985.
CJLM-Hill submitted second drafts of Doth of these documents on June
15, 1985. Due to limitations of LOE hours in the RHVFTT Contract,
the RIM II Contractor, Camp, Dresser and McKee (CTM), was authorizedto assume the contractor responsibilities for the RI/FS the week of
July 8, 1985. The anticipated date for submission of the Final Work
Plan and related Project Plans to the U.S. EPA is February 1986. TheRI work tasks will be initiated prior to finalization of the ProjectPlans.
The four major subtasks in Task 1 - Interim Work Assignment have been
described in the Interim Work Plan Memorandum submitted by OLM-Hill
on January 16, 1985. The first three subtasks: Data Review 3nd
Initial Site Evaluation (including a preliminary hydrogeologic
report), Residential Well Sampling, and Development of (draft) RI/FS
Plans have been completed by CH-M-Hill. Subtask 4, which includedproject management, meetings ana community relations, was completed asnecessary in accomplishing subtasks 1-3. Subtasks of Task 2 -
Preliminary Site Support has been sufficiently completed and initiated
to allow the start of RI activities. In Subtask 2.1 - Topographic Map
Preparation, available topographic maps are sufficient for completion
of the RI. It is possible that at discrete locations more detailed
topographic maps may be needed for the FS.
Subtask 2-2 - Air Rioto Survey and Analysis has been initiated by the
U.S. EPA EMSL for incorporation into the RI report.
Assuming 30 days for Agency approval of the RI/FS work plan and at
least partial approval of the QAEP, the RI should begin in December
1985. Task 4 - Site Characterization should take about 25 weeks to
complete. Depending on the turnaround for analytical data from the
CLP, the RI should be finished by the end of Spring, 1986. Task 5,
Source Confirmation may extend into Summer 1986 if it is deemed
necessary.
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The FS will require approximately five months to complete. Followinga three week public comment period and Agency review of the Draft
Feasibility Report, approximately two months will be needed to preparethe conceptual design of the selected remedial action (s) .
The total elapsed time from U.S. EPA approval of the work plan to
submission of the final deliverables is estimated to be 18 months.The project schedule is shown in Figure 6. This schedule will beupdated as appropriate, throughout the RI/FS project.
2.4 EftIA USAGE
The data obtained during the PI will be used to achieve the objectives
outlined above (Subsection 2 .2) within the scope and authority ofCERCIA. The data obtained from sampling and analysis of municipal and
private residential water supply wells will be evaluated with respectto the most current appropriate sections of Safe Drinking Water Act(SDWA) and the most current appropriate sections of the Clean WaterAct (CWA), including Recommended Maximum Contaminant Levels (FMdB).An evaluation of the adequacy of the data for the uses described abovewill be performed as part of this PI report.
To assure that the PI data can be evaluated with respect to the most
current sections of the SDWA and the CWA, as well as State of
Wisconsin drinking water guidelines, all samples will be analyzed with
methods capable of quantifying contaminant concentrations at or belowthe proposed recommended maximum contaminant levels.
2.5 SAMPLING NETWORK DESIQJ
The objectives of the sanpling program to be undertaken as part of the
RI/FS at the Eau Claire Municipal Well Field site in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin are as follows:

o To assess the extent of private residential well
contamination in the area north of NPI and the airport.

o To evaluate the position and configuration of the water
table on-site and in immediately adjacent, upgradient,
downgradient, and off site areas.

o To evaluate potentiometric heads, groundwater flow, and
contaminant conditions in the Eau Claire Municipal Well
Field aquifer and the upgradient aquifer.

o To define the hydrogeologic conditions within the well field
and to the east and northeast of the well field within the
area of suspected contaminant plume location.
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o To describe the well field soil stratigraphy, and the soil
stratigraphy in adjacent easterly and northeasterly areas.

o To identify the presence, character, and extent ofcontairdnation in the near-surface soils at WLNR-identified
establishments that could be possible sources of the VDCcontamination in the municipal well field.

The sampling (monitoring) network design to achieve these objectives
and the rationale for that design are presented in Section 2 of theSampling and Analysis Plan, which is attached as Appendix C of the
QAPP.
2.6 SAMPLING MATRICTS/PARAMETERS/T^EQUENCY
The scope of the sampling activities planned at the Eau ClaireMunicipal Well Field site includes, during the second and thirdphases, the installation of groundwater monitor walls at a maximum of19 locations. Monitor wells will be installed at nine locations
during Phase II and at 10 locations during Phase III (optional). Themedia/matrices which have been and will be sampled include potable
water supplies, groundwater, surface water, and soil. Field GC and
laboratory GC/MS screening of volatile organic compounds will beperformed during the installation of the monitor wells in Phase II.
Qiemical analyses to detect priority pollutants and other hazardous
materials (with emphasis on VOCs) have been performed on 37 water
supplies and one surface water as part of the IWA (Phase I). Organicand inorganic analyses (with emphasis on VDCs) will be performed on
samples, including duplicates and blanks, from up to 66 new (Phase II)
and existing monitor wells. Aquifer hydraulic conductivity (slug)
tests will be performed on all of the monitor wells installed during
Phase II and Phase III. Thirty-six soil samples from the Phase II
soil borings will be submitted for grain-size analysis. A water level
monitoring program will be conducted to define the water table
gradients in the vicinity of the site and assess surface water and
groundwater relationships.
The sampling and analysis program is summarized in Table 1, which
indicates the specific parameters to be measured, the number andfrequency of sampling, and the level of QA effort for each
environmental medium/matrix• Ihe parameters to be quantified in FAS
organics and inorganics analysis by the CLP are listed in Tables 2 and
3 respectively. Special Analytic Services will be required for field
screening (overnight analysis) of groundwater samples collected during
Phase II monitor well installation and, it is anticipated, to achieve
lower detection limits for organics in groundwater samples from the
completed Phase II monitor wells.



TABLE 1

SUMAKY OF ANALYTICAL PfiOGftAfl

Study
Phase

Satpie
Matrix

F ie ld
Parameters

Laboratory
Parameters

Investigative
Analysis

No. Freq. Total
Dupl icates

No. Freq. Total
Blanks

Ho. Freq. Total
Natru
Total

Broundnater- pH RAS organus package
Investigation Rl/fS unitor Spec i f i c Conductance fro* CLP inc lud ing 30

Mils

SroundMter-
other monitor

Temperature t en ta t ive ly ident i f i ed
compounds 29

RAS inorganics package
from CLP

( f i l t e r ed samples) 29

5AS for eight specific
vo lat i l e organic*
required to attain ION
detect ion huts 27

Volat i le organics, EPA
•ethod 624 (overnight
ana lys i s for non-
ev iden t i a ry screening
purposes)

Fie ld &C during
d r i l l i n g
pH hn$ organ i c * package
Spe c i f i c Conductance t ro * CLP inc lud ing 30
Tempera tu r e Un t a t i v e l p i d e n t i f i e d

package

to

37

t ro § CLP

SAS for ei^i-.t spec i f i c
v o l a t i l e orqanics
required to atta in Ion
d e t e c t i o n In i t t 37

2 58

2 54

( f i l t e r ed samples) 37 1

I J7

2 6

2 18 20

I 1

I 4

70

70

2 40 112

1 1 12

45

i?



TftBLE I f t inued l f

SUMMARY OF ANALVT lChL PROGRAM

Investigative
Analys is Dupl i cates blanks

Study Sample F i e l d
Phase Ratm Parameters

Ljoord i o ry
Pari i e ters

r t i c l e s sue analysis
SIN 0-422)

— *

—

---

No.

34

29
35
29

Freq. ToUl No. Freq . Total

1 3 i 4 1 4

3 8 7 3 3 V

5 1 0 5 4 3 1 2
I 29 . . .

No. Freq. Tota l Tota l

- - 40

- - 94

- - 117
- - 29

So i l -R I/FS Qua l i t a t i ve organic
•on it or itells vapor screening mth (ASIM 0-421'

KNu
Hydraulic heads Hater Levels
-R l/fS aoftitor
•ells

-Other monitor
nells

Hydraulic Slug Tests
Conductivity
RI/FS ton it or
veils
Surface nater- pH KAS organics package
Chippeva River Spec i f i c Conductance froa CLP inc lud ing 30

Teiperature tentatively identified
compounds 3 1 3 1 1 1
f(H$ inorq< in ics package
(ret CLP -

saiples) 3 1 3 1 1 1

S-*5 tor eii jt it spec i f i c
vo l d t i l e orqanics
required to atta in ION
detect ion l ints 3 2 6 1 2 2 2 2 4 1 2



\S Mi l . .. i l l-Il l x-

u< «n*Lil i l . . i . i PhuuKAH
Investigate

Implicates blantt
Sample Fie ld laboratory ———————— ———————— ———————— Matr ix

Phase natni Parameters Parameters No. Freq. Total No. Freq. Total No. Freq. Total Total

Scarce bround»ater- pH RnS organ i c * package *
Cor.firiauon kL'FS ton it or Specif ic Conductance troi ClP ir.ciudmtj 30
lcpt;onal) Mi i s Temperature ten ta t ive ly identif ied

compounds 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

krii inorgan ic s package
*roi CLP-

ihlured samples) 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 2
Sci l-ft l/Fa bualiUtiue organic FtAS organic^ package
monitor »elis vapor screening with t rom CLP inc lud ing 30

HMu tentat ively toentif ied
compounds 4 0 1 4 0 4 1 4 * - 4 4

fcwS inorqanics/metals
p-titige *ro» CLP 46 1 4u 4 1 4 - - - 44

fiH$ inorganics/cyanide
package trom ClP 40 1 40 4 1 4 - - - 44

Hydrau l i c Heads Hater Levels
-hen monitor

-- 10 3 3w 1 3 3 3J
monitor

-- 62 1 t? 7 1 7 - - - 6V

h tcriuiu SU^ Tests
L c n d u c t i v i t > - 10 1 lu 1 I 1 - - - 11

Source: leston,



Table 2
Method Detection Limits for

RAS Organics from CLP

Dtttction Limits*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6-7.
8.
9.

10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17 .
18 .
19.
20.
21 .
22.
23.
24.
25 .

Volatllts

Chloroatthant
BroaoBtthant
Vinyl Chlorldt
Chlorotthant
Mtthyltnt Chlorldt
Acttont
Carbon Dltulfldt
1,1-Dlchlorotthtnt
1,1-Dlchlorotthanttran»-l»2-t)lchlorotthtnt
Chloroform
1,2-Dlehlorotthant
2-Butanont
1,1,1-Trlchlorotthant
Carbon Tttrachloridt
Vinyl Acttatt
Broaodlchloroatthant
1 , 1 , 2 ,2-Tttrachlorotthant
1 ,2-Dlchloropropant
tran»-l,3-Dichloroproptnt
TrlchlorotthtntDibroaochloroatthant
1 , 1 ,2-Trlcnlorotthant
Btnztnt
el»-1.3-t)lchloroproptnt

CAS Nuabtr

74-87-3
74-83-9
73-01-4
73-00-3
73-09-2
67-64-1
75-13-073-35-4
75-33-3

156-60-5
67-66-3

107-06-2
78-93-3
71-35-6
36-23-5

108-05-4
75-27-4
79-34-3
78-87-5

10061-02-6
79-01-6124-48-1
79-00-5
71-43-2

10061-01-5

Low Uattr* Lo
ut/L

10
10
10
10

5
10
5

10
5
5

10
5
5
5
5
5 '
5
5
5
5

v Soll/Stdintntb

UK/KB
10
10
10
10

5
10

3
3
3
3
5
5

10
3
3

10
5 .
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5

2 - 1 9



Table 2 (continued)

Dtttctloo. liaits*
CAS

Low Water * tov toil/Sediment^
ut/l

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
3334
35

. "2-Chloroethyl Vinyl Ether

. ftromoforv

. 2-Rexanone. 4-Methyl-2-penianone

. Tetraehloroethene

. Toluene

. Chlorobtnttnt

. Ethyl Benzene

. Styrene

. Total Xylenea

110-73-8
75-23-2

391-78-6
108-10-1
127-18-4
108-88-3
108-90-7
100-41-4
100-42-3

10
5

10
10

3
3
5
5
5
5

10
5

10
10

5
3
5
5
5
5

•Mediae Water Contract Icqulrtd Detect ion Limits (C1LDL) for Volatile flSL
Compounda are 100 tinea the individual Low Water CJLDL.

Soil/Sediaent Contract lequired Detect ion timita (CRDL) for Volatile
HSL Coopoundi are 100 tiaei the Individual Low Soil/Sedinent CKDL.

2 - 2 0



Table 2 (continued)

Dtltcilon Halts'

36.
37,
IB.
39.
40.
41 .
42.
43.
44.
45 .
4 6 .
4 7 .
4 8 .
4 9 .
50.
5 1 .
52 .
53.

54
55.
56 .
57 .
56 .
5 9 .
60.
6 1 .
62 .
63.

Sttti-voiatiits
Fhtnol
fels(2-Chloro«thyl) tther
2-Chloroph«nol
l',3-Dichlorob«nztnt
1 ,4-Dlchlotobtr.ztnt
Itnzyl Alcohol
1 ,2-Dlchlorobtnztnt
2-Mtthylphtnol
bit(2-Chlorol»opropyl)
tthtr

4->;tthylphtnol
N-NliroiO-Dipropylanlnt
Htxachlorotthane
Nitrobcnzcnt
XsophoroDt
2-Nltroph*nol
2 ,4-Dintthylphtnol
Benzole Acid
bli(2-Chlorotthoxy)
otthant

2 ,4-Dichlorophtnol
1 ,2 ,4-Trichlorob«nz«nt
Ktphthaltnc
4-Chloroanlllnc
Htxjchlorobutadltnt
4-Chloro-3-atthylphtnol
(para-chloro-ctta-crttol)

2-Ktthylnaphthaltnt
Htxachlorocycloptotadltnt
2 ,4 ,6-Trlchlorophtnol
2,4,5-Trlchlorophtnol

CAS Nuobtr
108-95-2
111-14-4
95-57-8

541-73-1
106-46-7
100-51-6
95-50-1
95-48-7

39638-32-9
106-44-5
621-64-7
67-72-1
98-95-3
78-59-1
88-75-5

105-67-9
65-85-0
111-91-1
120-83-2
120-82-1
91-20-3

106-47-8
87-68-3

59-50-7
91-57-6
77-47-ft
88-06-2
95-95-4

Lev Vaitr c

uft/L
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
50
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
50

Low Soil/StdlntntQ

- ______ **«/KS
330
330
330
330
330
330
330
330

330
330
330
330
330
330
330
330

1600
330
330
330
330
330
330

330
330
330
330

1600

2 - 2 1



Table 2 (continued)

Datact lon llfclta*

14.
63.
46.
•7. '
M.
69.
70.
7 1 .
72.
73 .
74.
75 .
76 .
77 .
76.
79 .
SO.
8 1 .
82 .
83.
84 .
65.
86 .
87 .
86 .
89 .
90.
91 .
92 .
93 .94 .
95 .
96.
97.

Sa*i-Vol«tllt»
2-Chloronaphthalana
2-Sitroanilina
Dlaathyl Fhthalata
Aeanjphthylana
3-Niiroanillna
Acanaphthana
2,4-Dinitrophanol
4-Nitrophanol
Dlbanzofuran
2,4-Dlnltrotoluana
2,6-Dlnltrotoluana
Dlathylphthalate
4-Chlorophanyl Phcnyl
athar

Fluorena
4-Nltroanll ina
4,6-Dlnltro-2-Bethylphanol
N-nltroaodiphanylaalne
4-Bromophanyl Fhanyl tthar
Raxjchlordbanzana
Fantachlorophanol
Fhtnanthrana
Anchraccna
Dl-n-butylphthalata
Fluoranthcna
Fyrana
Butyl Banzyl Fhthalata
3.3*-Dlchlorobcnzldlna
Btnzo(a )anthracana
bl*(2-athylhtxyl)phthalaca
Chrysaoa
Di-n-oetyl Fhthalata
B«nzo(b)f luoranthana
B*nzo(k) £ luoran thane
B«nzo(a)pyrana

CAS Kuabar
•1-38-7
68-74-4

131-11-3
208-96-6

99-09-2
83-32-9
31-28-5100-02-7

132-64-9
121-14-2
606-20-2

84-66-2
7005-72-3

86-73-7
100-01-6'
534-32-1
86-30-6

101-53-3
118-74-1
87-86-5
85-01-8

120-12-7
84-74-2

206-44-0
129-00-0
85-68-7
91-94-1
36-55-3

117-81-7
218-01-9
117-84-0
203-99-2
207-08-9
50-32*8

tow watarL Lev Sou/Std im.nr =
ut/L

10
30
10
10
30
10
50
30
10
10
10
10
10
10
30
50
10
10
10
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

_______ •!/*«
330

1600
330
330

1600
330

1600
1600

330
330
330
330 '
330
330

1600
1600

330
330
330

1600
330
330
330
330
330
330
660
330
330
330
330
330
330
330

2 - 2 2



Table 2 (continued)

Detec t ion l imits*

98.99;
100.

Seml-Volatilta

IndcnoCl ,2 ,3-cd)pyrtnt
Dibtnr(a,h)anihractnt
. |enio(|,h,l)peryltne

CAS Huabtr

193-39-5
53-70-3

191-24-2

Low Uatcr c

ui/L

10
10
10

Low Soi l/Sed iment0

UJ/KI

* 330
330
330

cMtdiu» Wattr Contract Rtquirtd Dtttct ion Limits (CRDL) for Semi-Volati le
HSL Compound* art 100 tints tht individual Lev Vattr CRDL.

dMedlun Soil/Stdlmcnt Contract Required Dtttct ion Limits (CKDL) for Seal-
Volatllt HSL Compound! art 60 times tht individual Low Soi l/Scdlatnt CRDL

23



Table 2 (continued)

Pest ic ides
101.102. fe*ta-lHC
103.~*elte-inc
104. fanoa-BHC (Llndane)
X03. Heptechlor
106. Aldrin107. Heptachlor Epoxldt
106 .
109.
1 10 .
1 1 1 .
1 12 .

Endosulfan
Dieldrin
4, 4 '-DDE
Endrin
Endosulfan II

1 13 . 4.4'-DDD
1 14 . Endosulfan Sulfate
1 15 . 4,4'-DDT
1 16 . Endrin Kttont
1 17. Ktthoxychlor
1 18 . Chlordane
1 19 . Toxaphene
120. AROCLOR-1016
121 . AKOCLOR-1221
122 . AROCLOR-1232
123 . AROCLOR-1242
124 . AROCLOR-1248
123 . AKOCLOR-1254
126 . AROCLOR-1260

CAS Huaber
319-84-6
319-85-7
319-86-8

58-89-9
76-44-8

309-00-2
1024-57-3

959-98-8
60-57-1
72-55-9
72-2CH8

33213-65-9
72-54-8

1031-07-8
50-29-3

33494-70-5
72-43-3
57-74-9

8001-35-2
12674-11-2
11104-28-2
11141-16-5
53469-21-9
12672-29-6
1 1097-69-1
1 1096-82-5

Detect ion Hait i *
Low Water * Low Soi l/Sediment

ug/L _______
0.05
0.05
0.05
0 .05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0. 10
0. 10
0 . 10
0. 10
0. 10
0 . 10
0. 10
0. 10
0.5
0.5
1 .0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0 .5
0 .5
1 .0
1 .0

.0

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

8 . 0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
16 .0
80 .0
80.0

160.0
80.0
80.0
80 .0
80.0
80 .0

160 .0
1 6 0 . 0

*Hedlua Water Contract Required Detect ion Llmi;t (CR£L) for Pes t i c i d e HSL
Compounds ere 100 time* the individual Low Water CRDL.

*Mediun Sol l/Sedincnt Contract Required Detec t ion Littiti (CRDL) for Pe s c l c i d e
HSL compounds are IS t ime* the individual Low Soi l/Sediment CKDL.
*D«tectlon limits l i sted for to i l/sed iment are based on wet weight . The d e t e c -
tion Units calculated by the laboratory for aoi l/sed iaent , ca lcu lated on dry
v«ight bas i s , as required by the contrac t , will be higher.
* * iptciflc detect ion Units are highly oatrlx dependent . Th* detect ion

Halts l isted herein arc provided for guidance and ttay not always be
achievable.

2 - 2 4



Table 3
Detection Limits for RAS

Inorganics from CLP

11
Contract Required

Detection Level1
<ug/L)

Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
Calcium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Nlckal
Potaaaiua
Saleniuo
Silver
Sodium
Thallium
Vanadium
Zinc

200
60
10

200
5
5

3000
10
50
23

100
3

3000
13
0.2

40
3000

3
10

3000
10
30
20

Cyanida 10
1^ Any analytical method specified la SOU Exhibit D may be utlllztd aa

long aa tha documented instrument or method detection limits matt
tha Contract ftaqulrad Dacactlon Laval (OtDL) raqulrtoants. Higher
datactloa lavala may only ba uaad In cha following clrcuaatanca:
If tha aampla concentration axcaada tvo tiaaa tha detection limit
of tha laatrumaat or method la uie, tha value may ba reported even
Chough tha instrument or method detection limit may not equal tha
contract required detection level. This la llluatraced in the
example below:

• for lead:
Method la uaa • ICP
Znatruoent Detection Limit (tDL) - 40
Sample concentration • 83
Contract taqulrad Detection Level (CHDL),- 3

Tha value of 83 may ba reported even though instrument detection
limit la greater than required detection level. The inetruaeot or
mathod detection limit muat ba documented-aa deacribed in Exhibit E.

2i These CftDL are tha Initruaent detection limits obtained in pure
~" water Chac muat ba met a«ing the procedure In Exhibit E. The

detection limits for aamples may b* considerably higher depending
oa tha sample aatrix.

£. ~~ 2.3
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SECTION 3
ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

Camp Dresser and MCKee (CEM) as prime contractor, has overall
responsibility for all phases of the RI/FS at the Eau Claire MunicipalWell Field site except for oonraunity relations. ROY F. WESTON, Inc.
(WESTON) is a REM II subcontractor to CEM. WESTON will perform thefield investigations and prepare the RI report. WESTON will alsoperform the development, screening and evaluation of remedial action
alternatives; develop the conceptual design of the selected action;
and prepare the related reports. GEM will provide administrative
oversight and QVQC for all deliverables. Clement Associates, Inc.,which is also a REM II subcontractor to CEM, will provide specialty
services in the areas of risk assessment. ICF, Inc. which is also aCEM subcontractor, will provide oonmunity relations support services.
All four firms will provide project management as appropriate to theirresponsibilities. All deliverables except ooramunity relations
deliverables will be issued by OH. Conmunity relations deliverables
will be issued ty ICF, Inc.
3.1 OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBIUTIES
Operational responsibilities are those involving execution and directmanagement of the technical and administrative aspects of this
project. The following responsibilities have been assigned for the
RI/FS at the Eau Claire Municipal Well Field:

o Remedial Site Project Officer (RSPD)
Joan Calabrese, U.S. EPA, Region V, EKRB

o REM II Region V Manager
John W. Hawthorn, REM II, CEM

o Site Manager
John E. Dowden, REM II, WESTON

o Field Manager
Glenn Wittman, REM II, WESTON

o Principal Investigator RI
Glenn Wittman, REM !!•, Weston

o Principal Investigator FS
P. Krishnan, REM II, WESTON

o Principal Investigator Conceptual Design
John W. Thorsen, REM II, WESTON
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o Principal Investigator Risk Assessment
Wayne Reichardt, Clement Associates, RIM II

o Community Relations
Judy Beck, U.S. EPA, Region V, OPA

o Community Relations Support
Jacqueline Dingf elder, REM II, ICF, Inc.

3.2 IABORAIDRY RESPONSIBILITIES
laboratory responsibilities are those involving the performance ofanalytical services, the preparation of Special Analytical Services
(SAS) requests and/or field laboratory procedures, and the assessmentof analytical data including review of tentatively identified
compounds. Ihe following responsibilities have been assigned for the
Eau Claire Municipal Well Field site.

o RAS and SAS from Contract laboratory Program
Charles T. Elly, U.S. EPA, Region V, CPSM,
Analysis of Water Supply Samples
Central Regional laboratory
Curtis Ross, U.S. EPA, Region V, CRL-Director
Field Laboratory Operations
RIM II, Terry Whitt
Geotechnical Laboratory
RIM II, Subcontractor Pool
Preparation of SAS Requests
John E. Dowden, RIM II, Weston
Preparation of Field laboratory Procedures
Rae Mindock, RIM II, Weston
Data Assessment for RAS and SAS from CLP
Contract Management Section, CRL
Data Assessment of Analytical Services from CRL
QC Coordinator, CRL
Data Assessment for Field laboratory
Ed IfcGovern, REM II, Weston
Data Assessment for Geotechnical laboratory
John E. Dcx*ien, RIM II, Weston
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o Review of Tenatively Identified Compounds
John E. Dowden, REM II, Weston

3.3 QA RESPONSIBILITY
Quality Assurance (QA) responsibilities are those involved with
monitoring and reviewing the procedures used to perform all aspects ofthis project including data collection, analytical services, andreport preparation. Primary responsibility for project quality restswith the Site Manager. Ultimate responsibility for project quality
rests with GEM. Prior to any review by CEM, any work performed by the
REM II subcontractor firms, WESSON and Clement Associates, will be
reviewed by the QA Reviewer for that firm. Specific QA
responsibilities for the RI/FS at the Eau Claire Municipal Well Fieldhave been assigned as follows:

o Overall QA for REM II activities
John W. Hawthorne, RIM II, CEM

o Overall QA for CU>/CRL Activities
Quality Assurance Office, U.S. ERA, Region V

o QA for Field Activities
David Horsefield, REM II, GEM

o QA for RAS from CU>
Support Services Branch, OERR, EPA HQ, EMSL Las Vegas
Contract Program Management Section, CRL

o QA for SAS from CLP
Assurance Office, U.S. EPA, Region V

QA for Analytical Services from CRL
QC Coordinator, CRL
Quality Assurance Office, U.S. EPA, Region V
Performance and Systems Audits of RAS from CLP
U.S. EPA, EMSL-Las Vegas
Performance and Systems Audits of CRL
Quality Assurance Office, U.S. EPA, Region V
QC Coordinator, CRL .
Systems Audit of Field Activities
David Horsefield, REM II, CEM
Systems Audit of Geotechnical Laboratory
David Horsefield, REM II, CEM
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cm QC Review
John W. Hawthorne, REM II, CEM
National Program Management Office, REM II, dM
Weston QC Review
John W. Thorsen, REM II, Weston
Clement Associates QC Review
RIM II, Clement
OLM-Hill QC Review

o Qft/QC Summaries for Revised RI and FS/CD Reports
John W. Thorsen, REM II, Weston
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SECTICN 4
QUALITY ASSURANCE OBJECTIVES FOR MEASUREMENT

The overall QA objective is to develop and implement procedures for
field sampling, chain of custody, laboratory analysis and reportingthat will provide legally defensible results in a court of law.Specific procedures to be used for sampling, chain of custody,calibration, laboratory analysis, reporting, internal quality control,
audits, preventative maintenance and corrective actions are described
in other sections of this Quality Assurance Project Plan. The purposeof this section is to define goals for level of QA effort; accuracy,
precision and sensitivity of analysis; and completeness,
representativeness, and comparability of measurement data from all
analytical laboratories. QA objectives for field measurements are
also discussed.
The air photo study and surveying are field activities where sampleswill not be collected, but involve measurements where qualityassurance concerns are appropriate. The primary QA objective inactivities where sanples are not collected is to obtain reproducible
measurements to a degree of accuracy consistent with the intended use
of measurements and to document measurement procedures.
4.1 REGULATORY AND IEGAL REQUIREMENTS
The data used to evaluate compliance with the National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards should have method detection limits thatare less than 20 percent of the maximum allowable levels on a
parameter-by-parameter basis. The standard method detection limitsfor analytical services frcro the dP meet this criterion for the
required inorganic analyses; however, lower detection limits will be
required for several of the organic parameters. The method detection
limts for volatile organics shall be established at between 0.05 ug/L
and 0.5 ug/L (for use in the public health evaluation), and will
require SAS, except for the following compounds: chloromethane, vinyl
chloride, chloroethane, acetone, 2-butanone, vinyl acetate,
4-methyl-2-pentanone, and 2-hexanone. The higher method detection
limits for these compounds, which will require RAS, are included in
Table 2. These RAS detection limits have been met for all sanples
analyzed by the CRL for samples collected during the IWA. Based upon
results to date, it has been determined that SAS (lower detection
limits) are required for the following eî t aarpounds in order to
obtain accuracy to levels consistent with the pertinent maximum
contaminant levels (MCL's). These compounds are:

o 1,l-Dichloroethene
o 1,1-Dichloroethaneo trans-}, 2 -Dichloroethene
o Cis«l,2-Dichloroethene
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o 1,1,1-Trichloroethane
o Trichloroethylene
o 1,1,2-Trichloroethane
o Tetrachloroethene

The Special Analytical Services requested for these compounds are
described in Appendix D.
4.2 IEVEL OF QA EFFORT
Field duplicates and field blanks will be taken and submitted to the
analytical laboratories to provide the means to assess the quality of
the data resulting from the field sampling program. Duplicate samples
are analyzed to check for sampling and analytical reproducibility.Blank samples will be analyzed to check for procedural contamination
and/or ambient conditions at the site which are causing samplecontamination. The general level of this QA effort will be one field
duplicate and one field blank for every 10 investigative samples,this includes samples collected for field laboratory GC analysis.
Reference samples provided by the CLP also will be analyzed as part of
the field GC analytical QA effort. Because of the accuracy required
for the low level VOC analyses performed by CLP SAS, special QA
efforts will be required for these samples. This will include onefield blank obtained daily from each sampling device, one trip blank
with each sample shipment, two samples of the distilled water used to
decontaminate the samplingequipment per week and one duplicate for
each 2.5 investigative samples. Soil samples selected for
geotechnical testing will include one field duplicate for each tenanalyses being performed but not blanks. The aquifer hydraulic
conductivity testing will also include one replicate for every tentests. The specific level of field QA effort for the Eau Claire
Municipal Well Field Site RI/FS, itemized by sample matrix and
parameter, is shown in Table 1.
The groundwater and soil samples collected at the site during the
remaining portion of the RI/FS will be analyzed using the Contract
laboratory Program (dP). The level of laboratory QA effort for
Routine Analytical Services (RAS) provided by the dP is specified in
the Invitations for Bid (IFBs), WA85-J664/680 for organics and
WA85-J838/839 for inorganics. The level of QA effort for SAS are
described in the individual SAS request forms which are attached in
Appendix D.
Samples collected for determination of pH and specific conductance
will be tested in the field laboratory. The QA level of effort for
the field laboratory consists of pre-measurement calibration and a
post-measurement verification using two standard reference solutions
each time as appropriate to the sample pH and specific conductance.
This audit will be performed for each group of 10 samples tested.
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laboratory QA for the geotechnical testing will require that allequipment used to perform the analyses be calibrated not more than six
months prior to actual testing, that all solutions be not more than
one month old, and that all calculations be checked by someone otherthan the person performing the actual testing. The geotechnical
laboratory will also be required to test one laboratory duplicate for
each type of analysis, that is, to repeat some test using the samematerial used for the initial testing of that sample.
4.3 ACCURACY, EKECISION, AND SENSITIVITY OF ANALYSES
The fundamental QA objective with respect to accuracy, precision, andsensitivity of laboratory analytical data is to achieve the QCacceptance criteria of the analytical protocols. The accuracy and
precision requirements for RAS from the CXJ> are specified in the IFBs,
WAS5-J664/680 for organics and WA85-J838/839 for inorganics. The
sensitivities required for CXP analyses will be the method detectionlimits, shown in Tables 2 and 3, from the same IFBs. The accuracy andprecision requirements for SAS of the VDCs are described in theindividual SAS request form vftiich is attached in Appendix D.
The accuracy of field laboratory measurements of groundwater pH willbe assessed through pre-measurement calibrations and post-measurementverifications using at least two standard buffer solutions. The twomeasurements must each be within ±0.05 standard units of buffer
solution values. Precision will be assessed through replicatemeasurements of every sample. The standard deviation of four
replicate measurements must be less than or equal to 0.1 standard
units. (The electrode will be withdrawn, Dl-rinsed and re-immersed
between each replicate. The calibration and verification will be done
before the first replicate and after the last.) The instrument usedwill be capable of providing measurements to 0.01 standard units.
The geotechnical and field GC data will be considered accurate if the
QA criteria with respect to equipment, solutions and calculations are
met, and if adherence to appropriate methods can be documented during
a systems audit. The precision of the geotechnical data will be
assessed using the duplicate results, tut no quantitive criteria have
been established.
The precision of the field GC data will also be evaluated with
duplicate sample analysis. The sample duplicate will be re-analyzed
if a deviation of 30 % is reported.
4-4 OCMPLETENESS. REPRESEfflMTVENESS AND COMPARABILITY
It is expected that the CLP will provide data meeting QC acceptance
criteria for 95 percent of all samples tested. Completely valid data
are required for saitples designated in the Sartpling and Analysis Plan
(Appendix C) as "background samples". The Special Analytical Services
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(SAS), field, and geotechnical laboratories should provide completelyvalid data, and the reasons for any variances from 100 percent
completeness will be documented in writing.
The sanpling network was designed to provide data to define thehydrogeologic conditions in the Eau Claire area and to define the
plume of contamination in the Eau Claire aquifer. During developmentof the network, consideration was given to existing information aboutsite hydrogeology (summarized in the Preliminary Hydrogeologic
Evaluation, CH_M-Hill, April, 1985), existing analytical data, WXNR
1984 survey evaluating potential sources of VOC contamination,physical setting and processes, and constraints inherent to theSuperfund program. The extent to which existing and plannedanalytical data will be comparable depends on the similarity of
sampling and analytical methods. The procedures used to obtain the
planned analytical data are documented in this QAFP. It may be
necessary to verify similar documentation for existing analytical
data.
4.5 FIELD MEASUREMENTS
Measurement data will be generated in many field activities that are
incidental to collecting samples for analytical testing or unrelatedto sanpling. These activities include, but are not limited to, the
following:

o Documenting time and weather conditions.
o Locating and determining the elevation of sampling stations.
o Estimating VOC concentrations in groundwater during welldrilling activities with field GC (Riotovac).
o Measuring pH, specific conductance and temperature of water

samples.
o Qualitative organic vapor screening of soil samples using a

photoionization detector (HNu).
o Measuring water levels in a borehole or well.
o Standard penetration testing.
o Calculating pjmping rates.
o Verifying well development and pre-sarnpling purge volumes.
o Performing aquifer hydraulic conductivity tests.
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The general QA objective for such measurement data is to obtainreproducible and comparable measurements to a degree of accuracy
consistent with the intended use of the data throughout the documented
use of standardized procedures. Ihe procedures for performing these
activities and the standardized formats for documenting them are
presented in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (Appendix C).
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SECTION 5
SAMPLING

The procedures for collecting samples and for performing all related
field activities are described in detail in the Sanpling and AnalysisPlan, vAiich is attached in full as Appendix C.
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SECTICN 6
SAMPLE CUSTODY

Region V, U.S. EPA sainple custody (chain-of-custody) protocols aredescribed in "NEIC Policies and Procedures". EPA-330/9-78-001-R,Revised February 1983. This custody is in three parts: 1) sairple
collection, 2) laboratory, and 3) final evidence files. Field custody(sample collection) procedures are also described in the Sampling and
Analysis Plan (Appendix C); and laboratory procedures for the CLP are
also described in the IFBs, WA85-J664/680 for organics and
WA85-J838/839 for inorganics.
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SECTION 7
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES AND FREQUENCY

The calibration procedures and frequency of calibration for HAS from
the CLP are specified in the IFBs, WA85-J664/680 for organics and
WA85-J838/839 for inorganics.
Calibration of equipment used in the field laboratory will be asfollows:

o Balance—calibrated using a reference weight at thebeginning of each day of use.
o pH meter—calibrated using two reference solutions beforeand after each set of replicate measurements; solutions ofpH 4.0 and 7.0 will be used for acidic samples and solutionsof pH 7.0 and 10.0 will be used for basic samples.
o Thermometer—calibrated using a beaker of ice water and abeaker of boiling water at beginning of laboratory work;

temperatures most be within +2 C of 0 C and 100 crespectively.
o Graduated cylinder—calibrated by weighing three volumes ofdistilled water at room temperature using calibratedbalance; weight of water in grams must equal volume of waterin milliliters with error margin of ±1 gm or ml.
o Portable GC (Fhotovac)—Calibrated daily before the first

batch of samples. The calibration curve should include 3 to
4 standards. In addition, a medium level standard will be
analyzed after every 10 sanples. Results will be acceptable
if within 30% of calibration curve value. One or two
standards will be run at the end of each day to complete the
equipment calibration.

Calibration of equipment used to perform the geotechnical testing will
be in accordance with that specified in the ASTM Method D 422-63 forhydrometer and sieve analyses (Annual Book of AS1M Standards, Volume04.08, 1984) . The equipment calibrations, including those for ovens,
thermometers and balances, shall be done not more than six monthsprior to actual testing.
Calibration of the HNu organic vapor detection devices will be done
prior to use each day and after every four hours of use. Calibration
will be done using reference gases in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications, which are referenced in the Sampling and Analysis Plan
(Appendix C).
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Calibration of the field pH meter will be done prior to the collection
of each water sanple. The field pH meter will be calibrated using two
reference solutions as appropriate to the pH of the sanple. The YSI
specific><X)rductarice/terrperature meter will be calibrated using a
reference solution of 0.01 N KC1 (specific conductance, 1413 unihos/an
at 25 C) on a daily basis. Readings must be within five percent (5%)to be acceptable. The thermometer of the YSI meter will be calibratedagainst the field laboratory thermometer on a weekly basis.Additional information regarding the calibration of these meters canbe found in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (Appendix C).
Tape measures vised to locate sampling stations and to determine depthsin boreholes or wells will be examined prior to each period of
sustained use to verify their calibration.
Electronic sounding devices used to measure water levels in the
monitor wells will be examined prior to each period of subtained usefor potential circuit breaks and battery strength.
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SECTION 8
ANALYTICAL roOCEDORES

Water samples collected during Tasks 3 and 4 of the RI will beanalyzed as follows:
Samples from monitoring wells will be analyzed for VOCs. The firstround of samples collected in areas of known contamination will beanalyzed for acid/base/neutral organics, pesticides, PCB, metals and
cyanide. In addition, the compounds identified in Appendix D will beanalyzed under SAS. Subsequent sampling efforts may have a reducedanalytical program based on the analytical results of the first roundof samples,
All analyses will conform to the guidelines in the Users Guide to theU.S. EPA Contract laboratory Program and to those specified in IFB!s
WA85nJ664/680 for organics and WA85-J838/839 for inorganics.
Computer assisted library searches will be made to tentatively
identify as many as 30 organic compounds. However, no more than 4
hours per sample will be spent on the search. The three best matched
compounds will be reported via a computerized library search of massspectral data. Positive peak identification requires at least a fivemajor peak match (including the base peak and molecular ion peak) , andthe relative intensities of these peaks should not vary to +20 percent
compared to the suspected compound. Compounds still unidentified
after 4 hours are labeled as UNKNOWN #XXX; where XXX is the scannumber where the unknown appears. Purity should also be included.
The analytical procedures for the field measurement of pK, specificconductance and qualitative organic vapor screening using the
photoionization detector are described in detail in the following
operation manuals:

Instruction Manual for Haake Buchler pH Meter Stick
Specific Conductance
Instruction Manual for YSI Model 33 S-C-T Meter
fliotoionization Detector
Instruction Manual for Model PI 101 Riotoionization Analyzer, 1975.
HNu Systems, Inc., 160 Charlemont Street, Newton Highlands,
Massachusetts 02161, (617) 964-6690
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Portable GC
The analytical procedure for the field measurement and screening of
VOC concentrations in groundwater are described in detail in AppendixA, of the Sampling and Analysis Plan with supplemental informationprovided in the following operation manual:
Ehotcvac 1QA10 Operating Manual, 1984, Riotovac Incorporated, Unit 2,
134 Doncaster Avenue, Ihurnhill, Ontario, Canada, L3T 1L3, (416)
881-8225.
Riysical testing of soil samples will be per appropriate ASTM methods.
Grain size and hydrometers will be run using ASTM Method D-422.Testing of soil samples for physical properties follows standard
accepted procedures that are used for evaluating the engineeringproperties of the material.
Accuracy and reproducii>ility standards for survey activities will be
consistent with those given in the standard surveying reference Manual
of Surveying Instructions 1973 prepared by the Bureau of Land
>fanagement.
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SECTION 9
CftIA REDUCTION. VMJDATION AND REPORTING

Analytical data from the CH> will be evaluated by the Sample
Management Office and the Contract Program Management Section of theCRL. In addition to the summarized forms for precision and accuracy
of the analyses (EPA Form 1320-6), the CKL is requested to provide theanalytical results for blanks and duplicates and the recovery data for
matrix and surrogate spikes to the Site Manager.
Analytical reports from the field laboratory and the geotechnical
laboratory will iiiclude all raw data, documentation of reductionmethods, and related QA/QC data. The data will be assessed by
verification of the reduction results and confirmation of compliance
with QA/QC requirements. The field and geotechnical laboratorydeliverables packages will be appended to the RI report.
Raw data from field measurements and sample collection activities that
are used in project reports will be appropriately identified and
appended to the RI report. Where data have been reduced or
summarized, the method of reduction will be documented in the report.
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SECTION 10
INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL EKOCEDURES

Internal quality control procedures for RAS from the CLP are specified
in IFBs, WA85-J664/680 for organics and WA85-J838/839 for inorganics.These specifications include the types of audits required (samplespikes, surrogate spikes, reference samples, controls, blanks), thefrequency of each audit, the compounds to be used for sample spikes
and surrogate spikes, and the quality control acceptance criteria forthese audits.
The quality control checks and acceptance criteria for data from the
field laboratory and the geotechnical laboratory are described abovein Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 . Quality control procedures for fieldmeasurements (pH and specific conductance) are limited to checking the
reproducibility of the measurement in the field by obtaining multiplereadings euxi/or by calibrating the instruments (where appropriate).Quality control of field sampling will involve collecting field
duplicates and blanks in accordance with the applicable proceduresdescribed in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (Appendix C) and the level
of effort indicated in Table 1.
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SECTION 11
PERFOFMRNCE AND SYSTEMS AUDITS

For each site \toere sanples are collected, a performance auditinvestigating conformance with QC procedures may be conducted at thediscretion of the REM II QA director or his deputy. If conducted,this audit will be scheduled to allow oversight of as many different
field activities as possible. TSiis audit would be performed by the
REM II QA team with the Regional QA Coortlinator (QAC), David
Horsefield, as the Audit Team Leader. The standard REM II performanceaudit checklist will be utilized in performing this audit. A writtenreport of the results of this audit, along with, as necessary, anotice of nonconformance, will be submitted to the followingindividuals:

o REM II Technical Operations Manager
o Regional Jfenager
o Site Manager
o Field Manager

Either during or at the completion of the RI, at least one systemsaudit will be performed. The systems audit will verify that a systemof QC measures, procedures, reviews, and approvals was established for
all activities and is being utilized by project personnel, that thesystem for project documentation is being utilized, and that all QC
records are being maintained as well as the required QC reviews,approvals, and activity records. "Hie standard REM II checklist for
systems audits will be used in conducting these audits. The systems
audit will be conducted by the REM II ^oality Assurance Director
(QAD), his deputy, or the QAC. A final report will be prepared whichsummarizes any deviations from approved methods and their impacts on
the project results.
After consultation with the Site Manager and the Field Manager, theQAC may schedule and insure execution of a systems audit of the
en-site field laboratory (i.e., GC analysis station), as well as thegeotechnical laboratory. At a minimum, the systems audit would
include inspection of lab notebooks, control sheets, logsheets,coiputer files, and equipment calibration and maintenance records. If
scheduled, the system audits will be executed by the individuals
identified in Subsection 3.3 of this document. A performance audit
for the field methodology to determine the VOC concentration in
groundwater using a 10A10 Riotovac portable GC unit was provided by
the Region V Quality Assurance Officer. Additional performance audits
of the field and geotechnical laboratories are not required.
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Performance and systems audits of the CLP will be scheduled andexecuted by EMSL-Ias Vegas. Performance audits are based on the
laboratory !s ability to properly analyze an unknown reference sampleand are done on a quarterly basis. Systems audits are based on
on-site inspection of the laboratory and are done on an annual basis.Audits of the CRL will be scheduled and executed by the Quality
Assurance Office or QC Coordinator, CRL, of Region V, U.S. EPA.
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SECTION 12
MAINTENANCE

This section applies solely to field equipment. For this project,
this includes a field pH meter, a YSI specific conductance andtemperature meter, a Field GC and an HNu photoionization detector.Specific preventive maintenance procedures and spare parts lists for
this equipment are referenced in the Sampling and Analysis Plan
(Appendix C) . The Field Manager will be responsible for implementing
and documenting these procedures on a weekly basis during the period
of use.
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SECTION 13
DftTA ASSESSMENT EKOCEDURES

Analytical data from the d£> is assessed for accuracy, precision, and
completeness by the Contract Program Management Section of the CRL
with overview by the Sample Management Office of the CLP in accordancewith respective standard procedures.
The assessment of data generated by the CKL is initiated at the bench
level and continued at three administrative levels. The bench chemist
directly responsible for the test knows the current operating
acceptance limits. He can directly accept or reject the data he
generates and consult with his Team Leader for any corrective action.
Once the bench chemist has reported the data that he feels areacceptable, he initials the report sheet. Any out-of-control results
that occurred are flagged and a note is made as to why the result wasreported.
The Team Leader receives the data sheets, reviews the quality control
data that accompanied the sample run, initials the report sheet, andforwards it to the Section Chief. The Section Chief, after checking
the reported data for completeness and quality control results, eitherinitials the report sheet or sends it back to the Team Leader for
rerunning of samples. The QC Coordijiator reviews the data forwardedto him as acceptable by the Section Chief. Any remaining
out-of-control results that, in the opinion of the QC Coordinator, do
not necessitate rerunning of the sample are flagged and a memo writtento the data user regarding the utility of the data. Data generated
from all high priority studies are given a final review by the CRL
Director.
Data from the SAS, field, and geotechnical laboratories and data from
field measurements will be assessed by thorough review, by the
individuals identified above in Subsection 3 . 3 , of QVQC data
(calibrations, standards, blanks, duplicates), documentation that
analytical procedures were adhered to, and reports from systems
audits.
All data will be reviewed for completeness by the principal
investigators as appropriate to their operational responsibilities.
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SECTION 14
CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURES

The Regional Quality Assurance Coordinator and the audit team willprepare a report for review by the REM II QAC or this deputy
describing the results of the performance and/or system audits. If
unacceptable conditions or data, nonconfonnance with the QC procedure,or a deficiency are identifies in the report of the performance or
systems audit, the RIM II QAD or his deputy will notify the Technical
Operations Manager, the Regional Manager, and the Site Manager inwriting of the results of the audit. He will also state if the
nonconformance is of program significance, the Technical OperationsManager will be responsible for ensuring that action to correct the
nonconformance has been developed, initiated and, if needed, that
special expertise not normally available to the project team is made
available. The Site Manager will be responsible for carrying out thecorrective actions. In addition, the Site Manager shall ensure that noadditional work, which is dependent on the nonconforming activity, is
performed until the nonconformance report is corrected. Corrective
action may include:

o Reanalyzing the samples, if holding time permits
o Resampling and reanalyzing
o Evaluating and amending the sampling and analytical

procedureso Accepting the data and acknowledging its level of
uncertainty

The Regional Quality Assurance Coordinator will be responsible for
ensuring that the corrective action has indeed been taken, and that itadequately addresses the nonconformance. A Nonconformance Report Form
will be filed for all non-df* laborotory-related deficiencies.
Following the implementation of a satisfactory corrective action, the
Regional Quality Assurance Coordinator shall document the completion
of the audit by indicating such on a Quality Assurance Notice Form,
the notice will indicate the completion of the audit, any identified
nonconformance, the corrective action that was taken, the follow-up
action, and the final recommendations.
All project staff shall be responsible for reporting all suspected
nonconformances while conducting field activities and any suspected
technical nonconformances on deliverables or documents by initiating a
nonconformance report.
The QAC will be responsible for insuring the corrective actions for
nonconformances are implemented ty:
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o Evaluating all reported nonconformanceso Controlling additional work on nonconforming itemso Maintaining the log of nonconformanceso Evaluating disposition or action taken
o Insuring nonconformance and correction reports are includedin the site documentation files

If the systems audit of the field or geotechnical laboratory results
in the detection of unacceptable conditions or data, the auditor willnotify the QAC, who will be responsible for initiating anonconformance report and insuring corrective actions are taken.
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SECTION 15
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORTS

No separate QA report for this project is anticipated. The final Rl
report and the final FS report will contain separate QA sections that
summarize data quality information collected during the project. TheSite Manager, who has responsibility for these summaries, will rely on
written reports/memoranda documenting the data assessment activities,performance and systems audits, nonconformanoe notices, corrective
action reports, and QA notices.
Records will be maintained to provide evidence of the QA activities.
The proper maintenance of QA records is essential to provide supportfor evidentiary proceedings and to assure the overall quality of the
investigation. A QA records index will be started at the beginning of
the project. All information received from outside sources or
developed during the project will be retained by the project team.Upon termination of an individual task or work assignment, workingfiles will be processed for storage as QA records. Upon, termination
of the project, all QA records shall be handled as required by U.S.
EPA.
The Site Manager shall be responsible for insuring the QA records are
being properly stored and that they can be retrieved. Both the site
and field managers will be responsible for identifying to the QAC
which field documents are to be designated as quality assurance
records.



Appendix A
Pre-existing Water Quality Data
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PHENOLS DATA FROM NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES
MONITORING KELLS

Analyses for phenols in groundwater at the NPI site were
made from 1 9 7 7 - 1 9 8 4 . Approximately four samples per yearfrom five monitoring wells have been collected and analyzed
Phenol concentrations are generally less than 10 ug/L but
values as high as 40 ug/L have been observed (MW- 1 ) .
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF SAMPIJNG PROGRAM
She objectives of the sampling program to be undertaken as part of the
RI/FS at the Eau Claire Municipal Well Field in Eau Claire, Wisconsin,
are as follows:

o To establish vertical and horizontal hydraulic gradients,flow directions, and rate of flow, both in the well field
and in the general area north of Eau Claire.

X o To establish the lateral and vertical extent ofcontamination in the area bounded on the west and north bythe Qiippewa River, the south by Eddy Lane, and on the east
by Fairfield Road.

o To better define contamination near possible sources.
o To characterize the type of contamination present.
o To assess the possible presence of contamination in the Mt.

Simon Sandstone upgradient of the well field and
characterize such contamination.

o To assess the lateral and vertical extent of the majorbedrock channel present in the vicinity of the site.
^-, 1.2 SOOPE OF SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

The scope of sampling activities encompassed by this plan includes the
installation of groundwater monitor wells and the acquisition and
analysis of water and soil samples in three distinct phases of theRI/FS: the Interim Work Assignment (IWA), the HydrogeologicInvestigation (Site Characterization), and the Source Confirmation.The final phase, Source Confirmation, is considered an optional phaseat this time, the scope of which will not be completely defined until
the completion of the Hydrogeologic Investigation. The sanpling
activities of the Interim Work Assignment were conducted by OLM-Hill
under a separate contract. The results of these activities arepresented in Appendix B of the-Quality Assurance Project Plan and in
the report entitled "Preliminary Hydrogeologic Evaluation of the Eau
Claire Municipal Well Field" (Oyi-Hill, 1985).
In the Hydrogeologic Investigation (Fhase II) the sampling activities
include the installation of up to 29 monitor wells, and the
acquisition and analysis of up to 481 samples. Chemical analyses to
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detect priority pollutants and other hazardous compounds will beperformed on 441 of these sairples, of which 303 are investigative, 47
are duplicates and 91 are blanks. Four hundred and twenty-nine of the
441 chemical samples are evidentiary while the remaining 12 are forfield screening purposes. Geotechnical testing (grain-size analysis)
will be performed on not more than 40 soil samples including 4
duplicates.
The tentative scope of work for the Source Confirmation phase (HiaseIII) includes the installation of 10 monitor veils and the acquisitionof 48 samples for chemical analyses. Forty of these samples are
investigative, 4 are duplicates and 4 are blanks. Geotechnicaltesting of samples acquired in this phase is not being considered at
this time.
The environmental media to be sampled in the Hydrogeologic
Investigation and Source Oonf irmation phases include groundwater andsoil. The sampling effort is summarized in Table 1 and the analysisprogram is summarized in detail in Table 2.
Although actual collection and analysis of environmental samples are
not included in this activity, three rounds of water levelmeasurements in 37 existing well field, WENR, and NPI monitoring wellswill be taken concurrently with the sampling program. A minimum ofthree rounds of water level measurements will be taken in the newlyinstalled monitoring wells. Because there is little detailedinformation available to evaluate hydraulic flow directions and ratesin the well field, the water level measurements will aid in definingpossible migration patterns of MX contamination.
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Study
Phase

Saiple
Patrn

SimtlARY OF ANALYTICAL PROGRAfl

Fie ld Laboratory
Parameters Parameters

Hydrogeologic ofour abater- pH RAS organ)cs package
J nmti option RI/FS son it or Spec if ic Conductance fro* CLP includinq 30

Mlli Teiperature tentatively identified
cotpounds

Invest igat ive
Analysis Duplicates Blanks

———————— ———————— ———————— Ha t r IK
No. Freq. Total No. Freq. Total No. Freq. Total Total

29

RAS inorganics package
fro*. CLP-

' i ltered samples) 29
SAS for eight specific
volat i le organics
required to attain low
detection luits 27

5B

2 58

2 54 18 20

70

70

2 40 112

Fie l d GC during
d r i l l i n g
3H

Volati le organic*, EPA
wthod 624 (overnight
analysis for non-
evidentiary screening
purposes)

RAS organics package
cther tonitor Spe c i f i c Conductance fro* CLP inc luding 30
.fill Teiperature tentat ive ly identif ied

compounds

10

37

RAS inorganics package
froi CLP-

( f i l t e red samples) 37

5AS for eight specific
volat i le orqamcs
required to attain Ion
detect ion htits 37

10

54

37

37

1 37

1 1 1 1 12

72

45

1 26 67



TABLE 2 (continued!
SUMMARY OF ANAIYTICAL PROGRAM

! (continued)
iNAlYTICAL PROGRAM

Investigative
Analysis Dupl icates Blanks

Study Sample F ie ld Laboratory ———————— ———————— ———————— Halm
Phase Halm Parameters Parameters No. Freo,. Total No. Freq. Total No. Freq. Tota l Tota l

Source tiroundnater- pH HAS orqan ics package
Confirmat ion R l / FS monitor Spe c i f i c Conductance from CLP inc luding 30
(opt iona l ) vei ls Temperature tentat ive ly identif ied

compounds 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 2

RAS inorganics package
fro* CLP-

(f i l tered samples) 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

S c . i -R l /FS Qua l i t a t i v e organic RAS organics package
•CM tor Nells vapor screening with trot CLP including 30

KNi tentatively identified
compounds 40 1 40 4 I 4 * - - - 44

RAS inorqanics/ietals
package «roi CLP 40 1 40 4 I 4 - - - 44
RAS inorganics/cyanide
package froi CLP 40 1 40 4 1 4 - - - 44

«- : - j u i i c Heads Hater Levels
-*\*m ton. tor
.- . i s — 10 3 30 1 3 3 - - - 33
• f i l s — 62 1 62 7 1 7 - - - 69

Hydrau l i c Slug Tests
C0"o u e t i * i t y — 10 1 10 I 1 I - - - II

Source: Nrston, ,°:



TABLE 2 (continued)
SUWARV OF ANALYTICAL PR06RAH

Investigative
Analysis Dupl icates Blanks

Study iatoie r ie io
f-hase Hatru Parameters

Sc i l - f lUFS Qua l i t a t i v e organic
i^r.it or wel l s vapor screening with

HNu
H-orau l i c Heads Hater Levels
- i ; /FS monitor
•ells

-Cthe r monitor
•t i ls

H.f irau l i c Slug Tests
Cc'-ductmty
d . fS monitor
• f i iS

Surfa c e Mater- pH
Chippewa River Spe c i f i c Conductance

Temperature

Lanoraiory ———————
Parameters No. Freq. Total

'» ,
Part ic les sue analysis
(ASTH D -422 1

36 1 36

29 3 87

35 3 105
29 1 29

•
RAS organics package
from CLP including 30
t en ta t ive ly ident if ied
compounds 3 1 3

RAS inorganics package
from CLP-

(filtered samples) 3 1 3

——————————— ——————————— n«ir IK
No. Freq. Tota l No. Freq. Total Total

4 1 4 4 0

3 3 9 U

4 3 12 - - 117

- - f - - - 29

1 1 1 - - - 4

i l l - - - <

SAS for eight specific
vo lat i l e organic *
required to atta in Ion
detect ion l imits 3 2 6 1 2 2 2 2 4 1 2
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SECTION 2
SAMPLE LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE

2.1 HYraOGEOLJ3GIC DWESTTGATICN
2.1.1 Monitor Well Installation
The following seven site-specific factors were considered during thedesign of the monitor well network;

o Basting groundwater quality data indicates that VOCcontaminated groundwater exists beneath the northern portion
of the Eau Claire municipal well field and at an areaapproximately 3 miles to the east of the well field(immediately north of the NPI site). No samples have been
obtained from the area between these two sites, consequentlyany relation between these sites is speculative.

o An industrial survey conducted by personnel of the WisconsinENR revealed 22 industrial and commercial establishments in
the area east of the well field which are currently or have
formerly handled organic solvents and which therefore may bepotential sources of VOC contamination. Two additionalpotential sources, an unnamed landfill and a privateresidence, have been identified since the initial survey.The locations of these potential sources are shown in Figure
1.

o The existing subsurface data indicates the presence of threehydrostratigraphic units beneath the study area. A sand and
gravel outwash deposit, 80 to 130 feet thick, occurs
immediately beneath the land surface and contains the majorwater supply aquifer for the Eau Claire municipal servicearea. This unit is unconformably underlain by the
Cambrian-age Mt. Simon Sandstone, which is discontinuous and
of variable thickness beneath the Eau Claire area. Althoughcapable of yielding groundwater, this formation is not
generally utilized as a water supply source in the Eau
Claire area. This formation is in turn underlain by
fractured Pre-Canibrian age granites and gneisses. Thegranite is not utilized as a water supply source in this
portion of Wisconsin.

o Well drillng logs and geophysical surveys indicate the
presence of a buried river valley which has been incised
into the granite bedrock fcy proglacial rivers. This valley
has been filled with glacial outwash and appears to extend
westward from the NPI facility to the well field. The
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FIGURE 1 LOCATION OF TENATIVELY IDENTIFIED POTENTIAL VOC SOURCES
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outwash is believed to directly cverlie the granite along the trace of
the valley and varies in thickness from 80 to 150 feet.

o Although the groundwater in the outwash and Mt. SiitonAquifers flows toward and discharges to the Qiippewa Riverthe hydraulic gradient and flow directions within the studyarea have not been defined. There is also uncertainty as tothe significance of vertical hydraulic gradients in the
study area. An examination of local base level variationssuggests that a groundwater divide may occur between thewell field and several of the potential sources.

o The primary pathway of contaminant migration is believed to
be the outwash aquifer. However, the Mt. Simon Sandstone isof moderate permeability and may be capable of transmittingcontaminated groundwater. In addition, the Mt. Simon
Aquifer is believed to subcrop beneath the first terrace(upgradient of the well field) and probably dischargesgroundwater into the outwash aquifer penetrated by the well
field.

o The VDCs detected to date generally have a specific gravitygreater than that of ambient groundwater. Consequentlythere exists a potential for vertical stratification of
contamiJiation, particularly near the source (s) where the
dispersive mechanisms have not yet affected the contaminant
distribution,

o Because of the age of several of the potential major
sources, the high permeability of the sand and gravelaquifer and the relatively low VOC concentrations it ispossible that the VOC concentrations reported to date are
residuals from a plume or plumes, the tulk of which havealready passed throu î the well field. Therefore, the
hydrogeologic investigation and monitor well network must be
designed to yield information which is sufficient to
determine if a source characterization effort is warranted.

Based on these considerations, a monitor well network was designed to
satisfy the following objectives:

1} Provide groundwater sajipling points between the well field
and potential sources.

2) Provide sampling access points dcwngradient of potential
sources.
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3) Facilitate the evaluation of the spatial and temporaldistribution of hydraulic heads throughout the area.
4) Asess areal extent of contamination in the sand and gravel

aquifer.
5) Assess magnitude of vertical hydraulic gradients andvertical stratification of contaminants.
6) Conf irm the presence or absence of VDC contamination in theMt. Simon Aquifer, and assess the significance of this

aquifer as a migration pathway.
7) Evaluate the potential for the preferential migration ofcontaminants through the buried river valley.
8) Facilitate the acquisition of samples which are

representative of present and future groundwater qualityconditions.
To achieve these objectives monitor wells will be installed at the
nine locations shown in Figure 2 in the numerical sequence shown. The
rationale for these locations is summarized in Table 3. At location
1, a fully penetrating single-point well, screened through the entire
saturated thickness of the sand and gravel aquifer, with standard
hollow stem auger methods. Subsequent to the completion and
development of monitor well 01, the well will be purged and sampleswill be acquired from the upper, middle and lower sections of the
saturated thickness with the straddle packer system shown in Figure 3.
After the acquisition of the straddle packer samples the entire well
will be purged and a sample will be obtained from the open well. This
sample will be referred to as the integrated or composite sample. Theprocedures for obtaining these sanples is described in Section 4 of
this document.
After the installation and development of well 01, three-point well
nests will be installed at Location 2 (wells 02A through 02C) and 3
(wells 03A through 03C), with hollow stem auger methods. The well in
these nests will have a 10 foot length of screen in the upper, middle
and lower portions of the saturated sand and gravel aquifer, and will
be utilized to assess the magnitude of vertical contaminant
stratification and vertical hydraulic gradients. (The rationale for
the selection of Locations 2 and 3 is that because of their relative
distances to the source with the highest known concentrations, these
sites have the highest and lowest potential, respectively, for
exhibiting vertical cxwitaminant stratification). Each well will be
developed, purged and sampled with a positive displacement pump
bailer as outlined in Section 4. The samples from the single-point
fully penetrating well (01) and the three well nests (02 and 03)
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WELL APPROX. APPROX.
LOG. ELEV. DEPTH MONITOR ZONE RATIONALE

885f t 120 ft Mt. Simon Sand-stone andsaturated outwash*

890f t 100 ft Mt. Simon Sand-stone and
saturated outwash*

880 ft 100 ft Saturated outwash

890 ft 100 ft Mt. Simon Sand-stone andsaturated outwash*

885 ft 100 ft

885 ft 100 ft

Mt. Simon Sand-
stone andsaturated outwash*
Mt. Simon Sand-
stone andsaturated outwash*

885 ft 100 ft Saturated Outwash

885 ft 75 ft Saturated Outwash

883 ft 100 ft Saturated Outwash

1. Proximity to possible
source (airport)

2. Establish lateral extentof contamination
1. Proximity to possible source

(NPI)2. Proximity to buried valley
1. Proximity to .-well field2. Establish lateral extent of

contamination
1. Establish lateral extent of

contamination2. Assess possible contamin-ation in sandstone
3. Hydraulic gradient control
1. Establish lateral extent of

contamination2. Hydraulic gradient control
1. Proximity to possible source

(airport)
2. Establish lateral extent

of contamination3. Hydraulic gradient control
4. Proximity to buried valley
1. Hydraulic gradient control
2. Establish lateral extent of

contamination
1. Establish lateral extent of

contamination
2. Proximity to possible source

(Eau Claire Equipment Co . )
3. Hydraulic gradient control
1. Hydraulic gradient control
2. Proximity to possible source

(landfil l)
*lt is unknown whether sandstone will be encountered in these borings.
If BO, single-point wells screened in the Mt. Simon Sandstone will
be cocpleted at the first two location sandstone is found.
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will be packaged and shipped overnight for analysis of volatile
organic compounds (EPA Method 624) on the same day(s) they arecollected. These samples will be utilized to assess the magnitude of
vertical stratification and the ability of the straddle packer systemcombined with the fully screened well to simulate a nested well
installation. The field GC will be used to analyze headspace air from
the groundwater samples collected during drilling of the deepest wellat each of the nine monitor well locations. This field screening ofgroundwater samples is described in more detail in Section 4.2. The
field GC results may aid in determining vertical distribution ofcontaminants. These results will augment data from VDC analyses ofgroundwater samples obtained with the straddle packer sampling system.
The monitor well design for the remaining locations will be determinedbased on the following decision process:

o If water level measurements in the three-point well nests
indicate significant vertical gradients (greater than 0.005ft/ft), the three-point well nest design will be used at theremaining six locations. The single-point well will be
closed, and a three-point well nest will be installed
at location 1.

o If significant vertical gradients are not found and the
straddle packer technique provides a representative sampleof vertical stratification or no vertical stratification isindicated, single-point fully screened wells will beinstalled at the remaining six locations. If the straddle
packer technique does not provide a representative sample ofvertical stratification, three-point well nests will be
installed at the remaining six locations. The single-point
well will be closed and a three-point well nest will be
installed at Location 1.

This decision process is summarized in a flow diagram presented in
Figure 4.
To assess the nature and extent of contamination in the Mt. Simon
Sandstone two monitor wells will be installed in the sandstone with
cable-tool drilling techniques. The location of these wells will be
selected in the field based on the results of the diamond drill coring
conducted during the well installation (refer to Section 4. 1 ) . If
these happen to conincide with locations at which three-point well
nests are installed, the final result will be a four-point well nest.
If sandstone is encountered at a single-point well, a two-point well
nest will eventually be installed.
To sximinarize, if vertical stratification can be adequately assessed
with the single-point well design and the straddle-packer sampling
system, 15 groundwater monitoring wells will be installed. The
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monitor network will then consist of two three-point well nests
screened in the outwash aquifer, seven single wells screened the
entire saturated thickness of the outwash aquifer, and two wellsscreened in the sandstone bedrock. The wells screened in the
sandstone will be at two of the nine drilling locations. If the
three-point well nest system is deemed necessary to quantify possiblevertical stratification of contamination, a total of 29 groundwater
monitoring wells will be installed including seven three-point well
nests screened in the outwash and two four-point well nests with three
wells screened in the outwash and one well screened in the sandstone.The comparison of data obtained with the two sampling methods will
require less than one day and minimal downtijne during the drilling isanticipated. It will in no way hamper drilling efforts.
2 . 1 .2 Groundwater Samples
Two rounds of groundwater samples will be obtained from the monitor
wells installed in the Hydrogeologic Investigation phase, and
sutffnitted for the analyses shown in Table 2. A single round of
samples will be obtained from 37 other existing or soon-to-beinstalled monitor wells in the study area. These wells have been
installed by the City of Eau Claire, the Wisconsin EMR and by NationalPresto Industries.
Water well logs from the City of Eau Claire indicate there are at
least 26 existing monitoring wells within the municipal well field
boundaries. To better define the extent of contamination within the
well field, 10 of these wells will be sampled for the same parameterslisted in the preceding section. Twenty-two WCNR and five NPI
monitoring wells will be sampled in order to assess the extent of
contamination in the area north of Eau Claire. locations of
monitoring wells in the well field and at NPI are shown in Figures 5
and 6. WCNR well locations are shown in Figure 7.
All analytical data for groundwater from both pre-existing and new
monitoring wells will be correlated with data obtained from municipal
well samples being routinely collected and analyzed by the City of Eau
Claire and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
2 . 1 . 3 frfeasurement of Hydraulic Parameters
In addition to water samples, three rounds of groundwater levels will
be obtained from each of the newly installed and existing monitor
wells.
Slug test will be performed on each of the wells instil ]od during the
RI/FS to assess the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer materials.
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2 . 1 .4 Soil Samples Collected Daring Drilling
Split-spoon samples of the unconsolidated outwash deposits will be
obtained at five foot intervals as described in Section 4. Each of
these samples will be retained in glass jars and the vapors from the
sample will be measured (qualitative) with a photoionization detector(HNu) . Four samples from each site will be submitted for grain-size
analysis to quantify the textural variations in the primary migrationpathway (the outwash aquifer) .
Since the monitor wells are not located at or adjacent to known or
suspected sources, chemical quality testing of soil samples is notbelieved to be warranted in this phase of the RI/FS.
2 . 1 . 5 Surface Water Samples
The three surface water sampling sites shown in Figure 2 have been
selected with the following rationale:

S-l: This site is believed to be upgradient of the section where
groundwater from the study area naturally discharges to theChippewa River.

S-2: This site is located opposite of the northern portion of the
well field and would be representative of the recharge waterinduced from the river by well field pumpage.

S-3: This site is believed to be downgradient of the section
where groundwater from the study area naturally dischargesto the Chippewa River.

One round of samples will be obtained from near the shoreline at each
of these sites during base flow conditions (while the river is covered
by ice) .
2 . 1 .6 Documenting Sampling Locations
The physical locations of all newly- installed monitoring wells will be
documented photographically and determined by taping and leveling
surveys. Taping surveys will use existing buildings and other fixed
objects shown on the topographic map of the area as reference points.
At least two reference points will be used to locate each well. The
leveling survey will be tied to mean sea level datum. Horizontal
accuracy will be within 1.0 foot and vertical accuracy will be to
within 0.01 foot.
2 . 2 SOURCE
The scope of the source confirmation presented herein is tentative and
has been developed only to provide a basis for the cost estimate
presented in Volume II Work Plan-Cost Estimate. The scope of this
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effort will be finalized on completion of the Hydrogeologic
Investigation.
2.2 . 1 Monitor Well Locations
A maximum of ten monitor wells will be installed at or adjacent to
known or suspected sources. These locations and the design of the
monitor wells will be selected based on an analysis of the results of
the Hydrogeologic Investigation.
2 . 2 . 2 Soil Samples Oollected During Drilling
During monitor well installation, soil samples will be collected every
five feet with a 3-inch diameter split-spoon sampler as described in
Section 4. Hie samples from the unsaturated zone will be
qualitatively screened with an HNu instrument. Based on the readings,
a maximum of four samples from each of the wells will be sutnutted for
analysis of both organics and inorganics, as shown in Table 2.
In the area north of Eau Claire, a layer of 15 feet of silty clay loamis occasionally present above the glacial outwash. Solvents and
pesticides are greatly attenuated on silts and clays. If loam is
present at a drilling location that is near a possible contaminant
source, one of the four samples will be a grab sample of the loam
soil.
2 . 2 . 3 Groundwater Samples
A single round of groundwater samples will be obtained from the 10
(maximum) monitor wells installed during the source confirmation
phase, with the procedures outlined in Section 4, and submitted to the
CLP for the HAS organic and inorganic packages (see Table 2).
2.2.4 Measurement of Hydraulic Properties
As with the monitor wells installed during the Hydrogeologic
Investigation slug tests will be performed on each of the wells to
evaluate the hydraulic conductivity of the penetrated aquifer. Three
rounds of water level measurements will be obtained from each of the
newly installed monitor wells. In addition one round of water level
measurements will be obtained from the wells installed during the
Hydrogeologic Investigation (maximum of 27 wells) and the 37 existing
wells installed as part of other adjacent investigations.
2 . 2 . 5 Documenting Sampling locations
The physical locations of all newly-installed monitoring wells will be
documented photographically and determined by taping and leveling
surveys. Taping surveys will use existing buildings and other fixed
objects shewn on the topographic map of the area as reference points.
At least two reference points will be used to lov>te each well. The
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leveling survey will be tied to mean sea level datum. Horiztonal
accuracy will be within 5.0 feet and vertical accuracy will be to
within 0.01 foot.
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SECTION 3
SAMPLE NUMBERING SYSTEM

All samples for chemical analysis, including blanks and duplicates,
will be given 2 unique sanple numbers. A listing of sanple numbers,cross-referenced to dvdn-of-custody and shipment documents, will bemaintained in the sample handling logbook. Sample identification is
maintained with the use of two distinct sample identification codes:the WESTCN sample code (as specified in the site sampling plan) and
the CRL sample identification code (as assigned by the sample
documentation coordinator). While the WESTCW code provides adescription of the sample's origin the CRL code provides a "name" or
"label" under *foich the sample can be tracked through the CLP and CRLsystems.
3.1 CRL NUMBERING SYSTEM
The CRL sample identification code is described as follows:
Example: 85AJ01S01
Whereby:

85 - designates fiscal year
(October 1 through September 30)

R - indicates sample sent by GEM
J - designates project manager

(as assigned, A through Z)
01 - designates survey number(as assigned, 01 through 99 for

each project manager A through Z)
S - indicates sample type

(S ~ sample, D= duplicate, R = blank
01 - designates sample number within a given survey

(as assigned, 01 through 99 for each survey
01 through 99)

Upon requesting codes fron the documentation coordinator, each project
manager will be assigned an alphabetic character A through Z whichwill be used in all his/her sample codes regardless of the specific
site. Survey and sample numbers are site-specific and are allocated
in blocks for each sampling trip. Individual sample cedes are to be
assigned to specific samples by the project manager or sample team
leader. A record should be kept of these numbers along with other
tracking information for each sample.
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3.2 WESTON INTERNAL NUMBERING SYSTEM
The WESTON sample numbers will consist of three parts:

o Project identifier — a two-letter designation used toidentify the site; for the Eau Claire Municipal Well Field,
these letters will be EC.

o Sample type and location — a two-letter designation of thesample type followed by a two-digit number for the sampling
location. For the EPA well installations a single letter
will immediately follow the two-digit number to designate
the sampling level. For the Eau Claire site they will be
the letters SL for soil taken during monitoring well
installation and GW for groundwater obtained from those
wells. Locations for both will be 1-9. For groundwater
samples taken from pre-existing monitoring wells located inthe well field, the letters will be WF and the locationswill be 10-33.

o Sequence number — a two-digit number indicating the first,
second, third, etc. sample collected at a given location, ora two-letter code indicating a duplicate (DP) or a blank
(FB, TB, DB).

Some examples of the sampling number system include:
o EC-SL02-03: Eau Claire RI/FS site, soil sample from

monitor well installation, location 02, third sample.
o EC-GW05-DP: Eau Claire RI/FS site, groundwater sample from

newly-installed monitoring well, location 05, duplicate.
o EC-GWOIB-01: Eau Claire RI/FS site, groundwater sample from

newly installed monitor well, location 01, Level B, first
sanple.

o EC-WF18-FB: Eau Claire RI/FS site, groundwater sample from
a pre-existing monitoring well, location 18, field blank.

Sample type codes and location numbers are summarized in Table 4.
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SECTION 4
SAMPLING EQUIPMENT AND EEOCEDURES

4.1 M3NTEORING WELL INSTALLATION
Although the total number of monitoring wells to be installed will not
be determined until after the field program has started, at least two
three-point well nests screened in the outwash aquifer, one fully
screened single well, and two wells screened in the sandstone bedrock
will be installed. The remaining wells will be either six fully
screened, fully penetrating single-point wells or eighteen wells in
six three-point well nests. Total drilling footage is estimated to
range from 1220 to 2400 feet.
4. 1 . 1 Three-Point Well Nests
At least two three-point well nests will be installed beginning at
locations 2 and 3 (Figure 1) and all will be screened in the sand and
gravel aquifer. The deepest well, which will be advanced to the top
of bedrock, will be drilled first. The following procedure will be
used:

o The working end of the drilling rig and all equipment, toolsand well construction materials will be steam cleaned prior
to drilling at each location. Provisions will be made to
keep the equipment, tools and materials from coming into
contact with surficial soils during drilling and well
installation.

o The deepest borehole will be advanced first using hollow
stem auger methods (4 1/4" I.D.) to bedrock. The first five
feet of auger will be an open-ended screened auger
(0.040-inch continuous slot) which will allow vertical
sampling of groundwater as the borehole is advanced.
(Groundwater sampling is discussed in detail in Section
4 .2 ) .

o The depth of the interface between the unconsolidated sands
and gravels and the underlying bedrock will be estimated by
the relative ease of auger and split-spoon penetration, and
confirmed by diamond,core drilling (ASTM Method D2113-83)
of the impenetrable strata. (Impenetrable strata is defined
as 1 inch or less penetration for 50 blows in accordance
with ASTM Method 1586 or other logistical or mechanical
criteria that Utfc ui-site geologist or drilling supervisor
nay establish. B&cause of the stress limitations of the
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screened auger the numerical criteria set forth in ASTM 1586 may not
be achievable.) Upon encountering impenetrable strata NW size casing(3 .5 inch O.D . ) will be inserted through the hollow stem augers to
seal off the screened auger and maintain fluid circulation during
diamond core drilling. Subsequent to setting the casing NW size drill
rod will be used to obtain continuous undisturbed core samples. The
core will be advanced through the entire thickness of sandstone and a
minimum of 5 feet into the granite bedrock.

o The core drilling, sampling and packaging of the recovered
core will be conducted in accordance with ASTM Method
D2113-83. The recovered core will be logged and described
by the on-site geologist and retained for future analysisand reference. Prior to setting the well points, cement
grout will be injected through the NW liner into the core
hole.

o The deepest well-point will be screened across the bottctn 10
feet of the outwash aquifer. The intermediate and shallow
wells will be drilled with hollow stem auger methods also,
tut without the screened auger, to depths such that the
middle and upper 10 feet of the saturated thickness will be
screened. Groundwater in the intermediate and shallow wellswill not be sampled during drilling.

o As stated previously, for purposes of soil sample collection
and analysis, samples will be collected every five feet with
a 3-inch diameter split-spoon sampler in the deepest well
until the bedrock is encountered. As each sample is
recovered, it will be qualitatively screened for organic
vapors with a photoionization detector. The deep boringwill be logged by a geologist or geotechnical engineer and
the sairples retained for future reference. Of the samples
that are collected, at least fcur fron each drilling
location will be retained for future reference and
geotechnical testing (grain size analysis). An effort will
be made to collect soils fron various layers encountered
during drilling.

o The wells will be constructed of 2-inch diameter, Schedule
40 WC with flush-threaded couplings and a 10-foot screened
interval at the bottom. The screens will be factory
mill-slotted or continuously slotted with openings of 0.010
inches. No glues or solvents will be used. The screen and
well casing will be steam cleaned prior to installation.
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to the base of the sand and gravel aquifer. Upon completion of allwells screened in the sand and gravel, the two sandstone wells will be
installed. The borings will be advanced until 10 feet of saturated
thickness of sandstone is encountered using the following procedure:

o The working end of the drilling rig and all equipment, tools
and materials will be steam cleaned prior to drilling ateach location. Provisions will be made to keep theequipment, tools and materials from contacting with
surficial soils during drilling and well installation.

o The borehole will be advanced using cable-tool drilling
methods with 4-inch casing advanced continuously ahead ofthe open hole.

o Drilling will proceed until the borehole is advancedapproximately 10 feet into the saturated thickness of the
sandstone as estimated from the previously drilled corehole. Upon completion of drilling, the borehole will beflushed with clean water to remove all suspended solids fromthe inside of the casing.

o Ihe well will be constructed of 2-inch diameter, Schedule 40
FVC with flush-threaded couplings and a 10-foot screened
interval at the bottom. If less than 10 feet of saturated
thickness of sandstone is encountered, a shorter screen
length will be used. The screen will be factory
mill-slotted or continuously slotted with openings of 0.010
inches. No glues or solvents will be used. The screen and
well casing will be steam cleaned prior to installation.

o The annular space around the screen will be backfilled with
rounded 1/4" gravel to a height at least 3 feet above the
top of the screen. 1 to 2 feet of sand will be placed above
to prevent the bentonite from entering the gravel. Athree-foot seal of compressed bentonite pellets will be
placed above the sand pack.

o A four-inch diameter, locking protective casing will be
installed at the surface with a concrete anchor and runoff
diversion apron. The JVC riser will be covered with a
loosely fitting, vented FVC cap. Single-keyed locks will be
provided.

o The well will be developed by purging and purging until five
well volumes have been rtynoveci and clear vatw. is obtained
during pupping. Upon conpletion of develofnent, a baildcwn
recovery test will be perform! to document the sensitivity
of the well and provide data for calculating the hydraulic
conductivity of the screened interval.
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The details of well construction for the sandstone well installations
are shown in Figure 6.
4.2 QUMTTITATTVE FIELD SCREENING OF GRCUNDMATER SAMPLES
Groundwater encountered in the deepest wells of the three-point wellnests and the single-point well(s) will be quantitatively screened
with a field photoionization gas chronatograph (GC) every ten feet
during well drilling.
As discussed in Subsection 4.1 .1 , a 5 foot long screened auger will beused to facilitate sampling of groundwater. At approximately 10-foot
intervals from the water table to the base of the outwash aquifer,
water levels and depth of the borehole will be measured with anelectronic probe. The volume of water in the borehole will then becalculated. The borehole will be purged by removing up to fivevolumes of water by use of a submersible pump or bailer at each
interval.
After purging at each 10-foot interval, a groundwater sample will becollected with a steel bailer. The sample will be collected in 40-ml
VQA vials with Teflon-lined caps, completely filled with no airbubbles. Two 40-ml VQA vials will be collected at every sampling
location. The sample will then be iced to 4 C until it is preparedfor GC analysis.
To prepare the sample for analysis with the field GC unit, quickly
pour a 25 ml portion of sample into a clean 40 ml VQA vial and cover
with Teflon-lined cap. Gently invert the bottle and set aside for one
hour. After one hour the headspace air will be sampled for analysis/-
the procedure will consist of removing 100 to 500 ml of gaseous sample
from the headspace using a glass syringe and injecting the sample into
the model 10A10 GC unit. The results will be compared with
calibration curves generated for the following compounds:

o Dichloroethene
o Tetrachloroethene
o Trichloroethene

This method may provide additional information to assess the extent of
vertical stratification in the glacial outwash. An instruction manual
and quality assurance procedures for the Hiotovac 10A10 Portable GC
are included in Appendix A, which is an outline of the general methods
used with GC analysis.
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4.3 SOIL SAMPLES COLLECTED DURING CRILIJNG
Monitoring wells will be installed at nine locations throughout thearea north of Eau Claire and east of the well field. Each boring will
be sampled at five foot intervals to the bedrock with a 3-inch
diameter split-spoon sampler. The over-sized split-spoon is needed toprovide enough sample for standard CU> analyses, especially whenduplicates are collected.
Upon recovery from the borehole the sampler will be placed on a cleansurface and opened. As the spoon is opened, the soil material will be
qualitatively screened with a photoionization detector and describedby a qualified geologist or geotechnical engineer. The instrumentreadings and soil description will be entered in the sampling logbook.
During the Hydrogeologic Investigation a maximum of four soil samples
will be collected and submitted for grain-size analyses from eachdrilling location. Although the glacial deposits are believed to behydraulically homogeneous, there is some layering of sand and gravel.Therefore, an effort will be made in the field to identify strata of
contrasting texture and structure and submit samples from these layersfor geotechnical (grain-size) analysis. This will facilitate
quantifying the magnitude of the heterogeneity and anisotropy and theassociated dimensions of the representative elementary volume in thesand and gravel aquifer. Because of the general coarse texture of the
glacial deposits Atterberg Limit analyses will not be performed on
these soil samples.
During the Source Confirmation phase a maximum of four soil samples
will be collected from each boring location and sutcrdtted for
laboratory analysis of organic and inorganic contaminants. Thesesamples will be selected on the basis of photoionization detection
(PID) readings taken in the field. Not more than two samples from any
given location will be obtained from below the zone of saturation. Ifthe field PID readings indicate no VOCs, one sample from each locationwill be submitted for laboratory analysis. This sample will be
obtained from the zone iinmediately above the water table (capillary
fringe).
Soil inaterials will be placed in separate sample containers using
stainless steel spatulas. Split-spoons, spatulas and Teflon sheets
will be decontaminated in accordance with the standard protocol
presented in Table 5 prior to each use. All samples obtained during
the field investigation will be retained in labeled, air tight glass
jars unHl thp project is completed. These sarples will be stored in
a refrigerated environment until the analyses are completed and the
results reviewed.
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TAB1X 5

STANDARD DECONTAMINATION PROTOCOL FOR SAMPLING

STEP 1 — Scrub equipment throughly with soft-bristle brushes in a
lov-sudsing detergent solution,

STEP 2 — Rinse eqoipment with tap water by submerging and/or
spraying.

STEP 3 — Rinse equipment with nethanol by spraying until dripping;
retain drippings.

STEP 4 — Rinse equipment with distilled water by spraying until
dripping.

STEP 5 — Rinse equipment with ultra-pure water by spraying until
dripping.

STEP 6 — Place equipment on plastic or aluminum foil and allow to
air-dry for five to ten minutes.

STEP 7 — Wrap equipment in plastic or aluminum foil for handling
and/or storage until next use.

Notes: In addition to the standard protocol, pxxnps and discharge
lines will be decontaminated by pumping the detergent solution,
tap-water rinse and distilled water rinse through the equipment.
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4.4 GROUNDMATER SAMPLES
TWO rounds of groundwater samples will be collected frcm allmonitoring wells installed for this investigation. For all wells in
three-point well nests and sandstone wells, samples will be collectedvising the following procedures:

o The depth to the water level in the well will be measuredwith a weighted steel, fiberglass tape or calibratedelectronic probe. The weighted tape will be designed to
create a popping sound on contact with the water surface.

o Based on the water level measurement and the depth of thewell, the volume of standing water in the well will be
calculated.

o The well will be purged using a positive displacement pumpconstructed of chemically inert materials. The standardprocedure will be to pump until at least three well volumeshave been removed.
o Beginning with the fourth volume, periodic measurements ofpH, specific conductance and temperature will be made using

the procedures contained in Appendix B.
o Purging may cease when measurements for all three parametershave stabilized (+0.25 pH units, +50 umhos/cm, and +0.5 C)

for three consecutive readings or after five well volumeshave been removed.
o If the well pumps dry before three volumes have been

removed, the well will be allowed to recharge for 15 minutesand then pumped dry again.
o The sample will be obtained with the positive displacement

pump.
o The sampling and purging equipment will be decontardjTated in

accordance with the standard protocol presented in Table 5
prior to each use.

For single-point well installation(s), the following sampling
procedure will be used.

o The depth to the water level in the well will be measured
with a weighted steel or fiberglass tape or B calibrated
electronic probe. The weight will be deslgnM to create a
popping sound on contact with the water surf*ne. The depth
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to the bottom of the well and the saturated thickness of the
outwash will also be determined. All measurements will be
to 0.01 foot.
Ihe straddle-packer and sampling device, as shown in Section2, Figure 2, will be lowered slowly to the bottom of the
single well(s) because of density differences of the VOCs,concentrations may be higher at the bottom of the well(s) .
The Viton-coated rubber elements will be inflated to a
pressure of about 65 psi to seal off the desired sampling
interval, in this case, approximately the bottom 10 feet of
the well(s) .
The well will be purged by removing three volumes of water
from the isolated interval by use of a positive displacementpump which will be constructed of chemically inert
materials.
Purging may cease when measurements for all three parameters
have stabilized (+0.25 pH units, +50 umhos/cm, and +0.5 C)for three consecutive readings or after five well volumeshave been removed.
If the interval pumps dry before three volumes have been
removed, the well will be allowed to recharge for 15 minutesand then pumped dry again.
Ihe sample will be withdrawn with the displacement pump.
Measurements of pH, specific conductance, and temperature
will be made using the procedures contained in Appendix B.
After the sample has been collected, the straddle-packer and
sampling device (pump) will be withdrawn from the well and
decontaminated according to the standard protocol
presented in Table 5.
The sampling process will be repeated for the middle ten
feet of the saturated thickness of the aquifer.
When the sampling apparatus has been decontaminated the
second time, the process will be repeated for the upper
ten feet of the saturated thickness of the sand and gravel
aquifer.
Finally, the sampling apparatus will be
according to the same protocol before use at the rvoct
single-point well.
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4.5 CTOUNDHATER SAMPLES TOM EXISTING M3KTTORING WFT.TS
One round of samples will be obtained fron ten of the existingmonitoring wells in the well field and submitted for laboratoryanalysis of organics and inorganics. One sample will be obtained fromeach of these wells with the procedures defined in Section 4.4 forthree-point and sandstone wells.
4.6 QUAUTATIVE ORGANIC VAPOR SCREENING OF SOIL SAMPLES
The purpose of this activity is to obtain a preliminary indication ofthe magnitude and distribution of volatile contaminants in the
subsurface. Screening data will also be used to determine whichsamples will be sent for laboratory analysis.

o Verify that the HNu has been calibrated within the past 4
hours and that the equipment is functioning properly, (Forcalibration and operating information refer to "Instruction
Manual for Model PI 101, Hiotoionization Analyzer, HNu
Systems, 1975.)

o As the split-spoon is opened, pass the air intake along thesairple at a distance of about one-half inch, noting thelocation and magnitude of any readings.
o At roughly 6-inch intervals, position the intake close tothe sample and then disturb the soil material with aspatula, noting any readings.
o If hydrogen sulfide is believed to be interfering with HNu

readings, attempt to verify its presence with a Draegertube.
o Record the highest reading on the iiistrument for each

six-inch interval of sample recovered, identifying any
suspected interferences and basis of measurement.

o Before the borehole is advanced or the next sample is taken,
place the air intake in the borehole, six inches belcw the
ground surface, noting any readings and interferences as
above.

4.7 HYDRAULIC OONDUCnvTIY TESTING
Tne hydraulic conductivity of the penetrated aquifer will be estimated
by conducting slug tests of the completed wells. Ine basic corrupt
behind these tests is that the rate of rise of the water level in a
well after an "instantaneous" displaceinent of a "slug" of water Is a
function of aquifer hydraulic conductivity. Thus by treasuring water
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levels at various times following displacement of the slug, the
hydraulic conductivity can be calculated. The basic requirements are
being able to quickly displace a fairly large volume of water andbeing able to readily and accurately measure water levels in the well.
Analysis of test data should use appropriate computational methodssuch as that presented by Bouwer, H. and R.C. Rice, 1977, "A Slug Test
for Determining Hydraulic Conductivity of Unconfined Aquifers with
Completely or Partially Penetrating Wells,'" Water Resources Research,
Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 423-428.
Hydraulic conductivity testing of monitoring wells installed at Eau
Claire Municipal Well Field will be performed as follows:

o Not less than 24 hours after development of the well, aninitial measurement of static water level will be made.
o A volume of water will then be displaced as rapidly aspossible using a calibrated solid cylinder. Highlypermeable conditions (K > 10~ cm/sec) are anticipated.
o Using a pressure transducer or electrical sounding device,

water level measurements will be made at the following time
intervals (in minutes) — 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and
100.

o The data will be plotted in the field (water level vs. log
time) using semi-log paper to determine if the data are
sufficient to establish a reasonable straight-}inerelationship.

4.8 STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OF PPTTT.TW AND SAMPLING WASTES
The sampling and drilling activities are expected to generate solid
and liquids •'wastes." The activities, the anticipated type and amount
of waste, and the planned handling of the wastes are summarized below.

o Monitoring well installation — solid, approximately 1 cubic
foot of cuttings per 10 lineal feet of borehole (a maximum
of 270 cubic feet). Cuttings will be left at boring
locations if less than 5 ppm volatiles are detected with a
photoionization detector. If greater than 5 ppn volatiles
are detected, cuttings will be retained in drums for future
disposal.

o Groundwatjer sanpling: solid — none; liquid, up to 0.8
gallons per lineal fout of well volume of w.iter purged from
wells prior to sairp3ing (total not more Uvm 1440 gallons).
If greater than 5 ppm vol*tiles detect&J with the
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photoionization detector, liquid will be retained in drums for future
disposal. If less than 5 ppn volatiles are detected, liquid will be
disposed on ground adjacent to well.
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SECTION 5
SAMPIZ ANALYSIS AND HANDUNG

5.1 TESTING ESOGRAM
Ihe testing program for the samples collected during implementation of
this plan is summarized in Table 2. All sampled groundwater will betested in the field for pH, specific conductance, and temperature.

The soil samples collected for chemical analysis under Source
Confirmation (optional) will be tested for the Routine AnalyticalServices (RAS) organics package, which uses a GC screening followed by
GC/MS analysis for quantification of 126 oompounds on the HazardousSubstances list and the PAS inorganics package, which includes 23metals and cyanide. Based on existing analytical data and site
conditions, all samples will be low-concentration samples.
The groundwater samples from Locations 1, 2 and 3 will be sent to anon-contract lab for overnight analysis (organics by EPA Method 624).
These samples are for screening purposes only and are not evidentiary.
The detection limits for these samples will be those established bythe CU*. Groundwater samples collected during drilling of monitoring
wells will be analyzed for specific organic compounds listed in
Section 4.2 with a field photoionization gas chromatograph. All other
samples for chemical analysis will be sent to EPA Contract LaboratoryProgram (CLP) facilities. Special Analytical Services (SAS) will berequested for determination of eight specific VOCs in groundwater andsurface water samples. These VDC samples will be analyzed using the
detection limits provided in the SAS request forms (Appendix D) for
the eight compounds listed in Section 4.1 of the QAPP. Geotechnicaltesting (grain size analysis) will be performed on a maximum of forty
soil samples collected during monitoring well installation.
5.2 SAMPLE CONTAINERS AND PRESERVATION
Samples collected for chemical analysis through the CUP will be
contained and preserved as appropriate for the intended testing and in
accordance with U.S.EPA protocols listed in Table 6. If necessary,
samples will be placed on ice immediately after collection to maintain
a temperature of 4 C.
Groundwater samples (from all nine well locations and existing
monitoring wells) collected for HAS inorganics jnetals analysis will be
filtered in the field as soon as jxwsiMe after collation and prior
to the addition of nitric acid preservative. Filtering will be done
with a pressure filtration device and 0 . 4 5 micron filter paper.
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TABLE 6
Required Sample Containers and Preservation

for Sanples Tested by CU*

Organics in Water and Liquids (Irw Concentration
Testing Containers
Extractables
(acid, base/neutral
pesticides/PCB)

Volatiles (RAS)

Volatiles (SAS)

Two 1/2-gallon glass
antoer bottles withTeflon-lined caps;
filled to neck
TWO 4CMnl VQA vials
with Teflon-linedcape; completelyfilled—no airbubbles
Four 40-inl VQA vialswith Teflon-lined
caps; conpletelyfilled—no airbubbles

Inorganics in Water and Liquids
Testing
Metals

Cyanide

Minerals (SAS)
Alkal inity
Chloride
Fluori de
Sulfate

Nutrients (SAS)
Ammonia

Containers
One 1-liter high
density polyethylenebottle; filled toshoulder
One 1-liter high
density polyethylene
bottle; filled to
shoulder
One SOCMnl high
density polyethylene
bottles; filled to
shoulder

One 500-ml high
density polyethylene
bottle; filled to
slioulder

Preservation
Iced to 4°C

Iced to 4WC

Iced to 4 C

Preservation
1:1 HNO to pH<2

6N NaOH to pH>12

None required

1 ml cone. H SO
to

Total Hrcsphoious
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TABIZ 6 (Cont'd)
Required Sample Containers and Preservationfor Samples Tested by

Orcranics in Soil and Sedijnent Concentration
Testing
Extractables(acid, base/neutral
pesticides/pCB)

Volatiles

Inorganics in Soil
Testing
Metalsand Cyanide

Fluor ide (SAS)

Containers
One 8-ounce, wide-
mouth, glass jar with
Teflon-lined lid;filled about 3/4 full
Two 120-ml glass
vials with Teflon-lined lid; filled ascompletely aspossible.
Concentration)
Containers
One 8-ounce, wide-mouth glass jar;filled about 3/4 full
One 8-ounce, wide-
mouth glass jar;filled about 3/4 full

Preservation
Iced t o 4C

Iced t o 4C

Preservation
Iced to 4°C(optional)

Iced t o 4C

Note: Water sanples collected for duplicate analysis of organics must
be collected at double the volume specified for extractables
and at triple the volume specified for volatiles. In addition,
one volatile trip blank (distilled-deionized water poured
dire*-uy Into two 40-ml vials) ahould be supplied per shipment.
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5.3 SAMPLE PACKAGING AND SHUMDTT
In preparation for shipment to the analytical laboratories, all
samples will be packaged in accordance with the following procedures:

o Check to make sure that sample is properly preserved;tighten cap securely and seal with tape; mark liquid levels
if bottles are partially full.

o Make sure traffic report labels and custody tags are
securely attached to the sample container; place each
container in a zip-loc baggie, ensuring that labels can be
read.

o Place containers in a cooler lined with two inches of
vermiculite or equivalent absorbent material; surround each
sample and fill remaining space in cooler with additional
packing material.

o Put chain-of-custody forms and traffic reports in a manilla
envelope; place envelope in a zip-loc baggie and tape toinside of cooler lid.

o Close cooler and seal shut with strapping tape; if cooler
has a drain port, seal it shut with tape; place custody
seals across closure at front of cooler.

o Affix airbill with shipper's and consignee's addresses to
top of cooler; if samples are liquid, place "This End U£"labels appropriately.

Organics saitples will be shipped within 24 hours of collection via
Federal Express, Purolator, or Emery for next-day delivery.
Inorganics samples will be shipped within 48 hours of collection for
two-day delivery. The Sample Management Office will be notified of
each shipment as it is made.
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SECTION 6
SAMPLE DOCUMENTATION AND TRACKING

6.1 rmn RECORDS
Field observations and other pertinent information pertaining to the
collection of samples will be recorded in bound log books using blackink. Standard formats will be developed so that data relating to the
collection of each type of sample and to the installation ofmonitoring wells are consistently recorded. These formats will be
converted into rubber stamps to reduce the amount of writing required
by the sampling team. The data to be recorded will include date,
tiine, samplers, location, sample number, custody tag number, weather,instrument readings and visual description of sample, in addition toother data specific to each sample type. The standard formats arepresented in Tables 7 to 9. In addition to written records,
photographs will be taken as needed to further clarify sampling
activities.
6.2 CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY EKOCEDURES
All samples will be collected and handled in accordance with the
chain-of-custody procedures presented in detail in Appendix C. Theseprocedures are summarized below:

o All information required on the custody tag, including thesignatures of all sampling team members and a predesignated
location description, will be filled out in the field.

o Prior to relinquishing samples for packaging and shipment,one member of the sampling team will transfer all datacontained on the custody tags to a chain-of-custody record,
which all team members will sign.

o The individual who prepared the chain-of-custody record will
relinquish the samples, to the sample handling technician,
who will prepare all CLP traffic reports and affix
appropriate traffic report labels to the sairgple containers.

o The technician will package the samples for shipment making
sure that all traffic reports, chain-of-custody records and
custody seals are cross-referenced and that all sample
documentation paper work is enclosed.

o If samples are stored temporarily prior to shipment, they
will be kept cool and placed in a secured storage area.
Coolers will be sealed and custody seals affixed just prior
to shipment.
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The sample handling technician will maintain lists cross-referencing
site sample numbers, custody tag numbers, traffic report numbers,
analyses to be performed, custody seal numbers, shippers' airbill
numbers, and consigned laboratories in a bound log book using black
ink. (For detailed guidance on completing chain-of-custcdy and sample
tracking paperwork, refer to "Sampling Handbook, U.S. EPA TAT, Region
V, Revised 1985.)
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SECTION 7
SAMPLING TEAM ORGANIZATION

The sampling team will consist of six individuals whose roles andresponsibilities are as follows:
o Field Manager—responsible for overall execution of thesampling plan; will direct drilling activities for the soil

borings and monitoring well installations; will direct a
two-man sampling team during other sampling activities.

o Site Health and Safety Coordinator—responsible for
implementation of the site safety plan as contained in the
safety evaluation form (SEF); will operate OVA and HNU
instruments for screening of soil samples during drillingactivities; will direct a two-man sampling team during someof the other sampling activities.
Sample Collector—primarily involved in sample collection,
may assist with decontamination and/or sample handling; willhave the "dirty hands" during drilling activities and whensampling with the field manager or site safety officer.

o Decontamination Technician—primarily involved in samplepackaging and processing of sample custody and tracking
paper work, may assist with decontamination and sampling.

o Field Riotoionization Gas QiromotographerTechnician—involved in testing groundwater samplescollected during drilling with a field GC.
During soil boring and monitoring well installation activities, there
will also be a driller and a helper from the firm subcontracted to
provide drilling services present on site.
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SECTION 8
SCHEDUUNG

The schedule for this sampling plan is shown in Figure 9.
Mobilization will require about one week. This includes setting up
office and decontamination facilities and stockpiling materials andequipment. Drilling activities (monitoring well installation) are
estimated at a total of about 25 working days. All other,sampling isestimated at four weeks. Because some of the saitpling activities can
be overlapped, the total duration of the primary field effort is 17
weeks. These estimates have assumed a start date in early December.
The second round of surface water and groundwater sampling should only
take two weeks, and is shown as occurring one month after the first
sample round.
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Appendix A
Standard Operating Procedure for

Portable GC



1. Scope and Application
1.1 This operating procedure covers the determination of the

concentration of volatile organic occpounds in a vater
matrix using a headspaoe analysis with a portable field GC.
The following parameters may be quantitatively determir»dby this method:

o 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethylene
o 1,1,2-trichloroethyleneo 1,1-dichloroethylene

1.2 The method detection limit (MDL) for each parameter is
listed in Table 1. The MDL may differ from those listed,
depending upon the nature of interferences in the sample
matrix.

2. Summary of Method
A static equilibrium is established between a water sample and
the airspace contained within the sample vial. The volatile
components are transferred frcro the aqueous phase to the vapor
phase. After equilibrium has been established, the gaseous
sanple is injected with inert gas onto a gas chrorographic
column. The gas chrcmatograph separates and measures individual
oaiponent concentrations,

3. Interferences
3.1 Impurities in the purge gas and solvent vapors In the

field laboratory may account for the majority ofcontamination problems. The analytical system most be
demonstrated to be free frcm contamination under theconditions of the analysis by running laboratory reagent
blanks as described in Section 8 . 1 .3 . The use of
non-Teflon plastic tubing and non-Tteflcn thread sealants
should be avoided.

3.2 Samples can be contaminated by diffusion of volatile
organics through the septum seal into the sample during
shipment and storage. A field reagent blank will be
prepared each morning frcm reagent water and carried
through the sampling and handling protocol to serve as a
check on such contamination.

3.3 Contamination by carry-ever can occur whenever high level
and low level samples are sequentially analyzed. Whenever
an unusually concentrated sairple is encountered, it should
be followed by an analysis of reagent water to check for
cross contamination.

4. Safety
The tcxicity or carcinogenictty of each reagent u*w*i in th»
method has not been precisely defined. Hcwever eacti ctvrical
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compound should be treated as a potential health hazard.Exposure to these chemicals must be reduced to the lowest
possible level by ttfiatever means available. Primary standards of
the compounds should be prepared under a vented hood.

5. Apparatus & Materials
5.1 Sampling Equipment, for Field Sampling

5.1 . 1 Teflon or stainless steel bailer
5. 1 .2 Submersible pump with a punping rate of 5 gal/ndn.
5. 1 .3 Vial 40 mL capacity with a screw cap with a hole in

the center, provided through CLP.
5 . 1 .4 Septum - Teflon-faced silicon.

5.2 Sampling Equipment; for Sample Preparation
5.1 . 1 Vial - See Section 5 . 1 .3 .
5. 1 .2 Septum - See Section 5 . 1 .4 .

5.3 Portable Gas Chronatograph
5.3 . 1 Gas chrccatograjii - Ifcotovac Model 1QA10, an

analytical system with a photoionifcation detectorand all required accessories including syringes,
analytical columns, and gases. A chart recorder is
used to record peak areas. An Integrator was used
to measure peak areas during the development of themethod performance statements in Section 13 and can
be used in the field laboratory.

5 .3 .2 Column - 1.5 ft long x 1/8 inch Teflon tube packed
with SE-30. This column was used to develop the
method performance statements in Section 13.

5 .3 .3 Syringes - 100 uL gas-tî ht.
6. Reagents

6.1 Reagent water - Reagent water is defined as a water in
which an interferent is not observed at the MDL of the
parameters of interest. Reagent water will be supplied to
the field laboratory.

6.2 Methanol - Pesticide quality or equivalent.
6.3 1,1,2,2-Trichloroethylene - Pesticide quality or

equivalent.
6.4 1,1,2-Trichloroethylene - Pesticide quality or

equivalent.
6.5 1,1-Dichloroethylene - Pesticide quality or equivalent

A-2



6.6 1,1,1-Trichloroethane - Pesticide quality or equivalent.
Used during the development of method performance
statements in Section 13.

6.7 1,1-Dichloroethane - Pesticide quality or equivalent. Used
during the development of method performance statements in
Section 13.

6.8 Stock Standard Solutions - Stock standard solution will be
prepared from pure standard materials. Prepare stock
standards solutions in methanol using assayed liquids.
Because of the toxicity of sane of the ocrpounds, primarydilutions of these materials should be prepared in a hood.

6.9 Secondary Dilution Standards - Using stock solution,prepare secondary dilution standards in water that contains
the ccnpounds of interest, either singly or mixed together.
•Die secondary dilution standard should be prepared atconcentrations such that the aqueous calibration standards
prepared in Section 7 will bracket the working range of the
analytical system (see Attachment B). Secondary dilutionstandards should be stored with minimal headspace and
should be checked frequently for signs of degraticn,
especially just prior to preparing calibration standards.

6.10 Quality Control Check Sample Concentration
(see Section 8 .2 . 1 )

7. Calibration
7.1 The gas chrctnatograph must be operated using temperature

and flow rate conditions equivalent to those given in Table
1.

7.2 Standard calibration procedure - Ihe analyst must
demonstrate that the measurement of the standard is not
affected by method or matrix interferences.
7.2 . 1 Prepare calibration standards at a minimum of three

concentration levels for each parameter bycarefully adding one or more secondary dilution
standards to reagent water. One of the calibration
standards should be at a concentration near, butabove, the W2L (Table 1) and the other
concentrations should correspond to the expected
range of concentrations found in real sanples orshould define the working range of the Riotcvac
system.
These aqueous standards can be stored up to 24 h,
if held in sealed vials with zero headspace as
cV-fic-ribed in Section 9 .2 . If not so stored, thry
must be discarded after 1 h.
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7 .2 .2 Analyze each calibration standard according toSection 10 and Section 11. Tabulate the arearesponse or peak height against ccnoentraticn for
each compound and standard, and calculate response
factors (RF) for each compound using Equation 1.
Equation 1.

Where:
A • Area or peak height for the parameter to bemeasured.
C » Concentration of the parameter to bemeasured.
If the RF value over the working range is a
constant (<35% RSD) , the RF can be assumed to beinvariant and the average RF can be used forcalculations.

7.3 The working calibration curve or RF must be verified on
each working day by an initial calibration curve consisting
of 3 to 4 points and by the measurement of a check samplethroughout the day.
7.3 . 1 Prepare the check saitple as described in Section

6.2 . 2.
7 . 3 . 2 Analyze the check sanple according to the methodbeginning in Section 10.
7 . 3 . 3 For each parameter, oorpare the response (Q) with

the corresponding calibration acceptance criteria
found in Tfeble 2. If the responses for all
parameters of Interest fall within the designatedranges, analysis of actual samples can begin. If
any individual Q falls outside the range, proceed
according to Section 7 . 3 . 4 . (Note: Calibrationacceptance criteria found in Table 2 for 1,1
Dichloroethylene not suitable for comparison; use a
comparison of a previous working calibration curveto verify calibration acceptance.)

7 . 3 . 4 Report the test only for those parajneters that
failed to meet the calibration acceptance criteria.
If the response for a parameter does not fallwithin the range In this second test, a new
calibration curve nxist be prepared for that

r anrmnllnj tn Section 7,7 or 7 . 3 .
8. Quality

8.1 The field laboratory Bust meet the miniirum regoirenents
In Tfeble 2 rfxid-. include an initial
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demonstration of laboratory capability and an ongoing
analysis of spited samples to evaluate and document dataquality.
8.1 . 1 Each day a water blank must be analyzed to

demonstrate that interferences from the analyticalsystem are under control.
8 . 1 .2 The field laboratory nust demonstrate through the

analyses of quality ccntrol check standards that
the operation of measurement system is in control.

8. 1 .3 The field laboratory nust maintained performance
records to document the quality of data.

8.2 To establish the ability to generate acceptable accuracy
and precisian a quality control sample will be provided bythe U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
8 .2 . 1 The sample will be prepared and analyzed

according to procedures described in Section 10 andSection 11.
8 . 2 . 2 The average recovery and standard deviation will becalculated for each parameter.
8 .2 . 3 The recovery and deviation will be compared with

acceptable criteria presented In Table 2 and Table3, if the values are not within acceptable range
the procedure will be prepared until accordingvalues are reported.

9. Sample Collection, Preservation, and Handling
9.1 Samples must be collected in glass vials having a total

volume of at least 25 nL. Fill the sample bottle
completely and seal the bottle so that no air bubbles are
entering in it. Maintain the hermetic seal on the sanple
until time of analysis.

9.2 All samples must be iced or refrigerated from the time ofcollection until analysis.
9.3 All samples must be analyzed within 14 days of collection.

10. Sample Preparation
10. 1 Pour 25 mL of sample into a clean 40 mL VQA bottle.
10.2 Seal the bottle with screw try cap, invert a few tines and

store inverted for one hour.
10 .3 Allow one hour for ecjuilibiBtion, then remove 100 nL of

Ufl!ng yaa tigpit syringe and inject into Jhotcvac
1CA10.
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11. Gas Oircnatography
11.1 Table 1 summarizes the reccronended operating conditions forthe Ifcotovac model 1QAIO. Included in this table are

retention times and KDL that can be achieved under these
conditions. Bcamples of the separations achieved by the
column described in Table 1 are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

•
11.2 Calibrate the system daily as described In Section 7.
11.3 Inject 100 uL of headspaoe of sample or standard into the

gas chroaatograph. Record the volume injected, and theresulting peak size or peak height units.
11.4 Identify the parameters in the sample by comparing the

retention times of the peaks in the sample chromatographs
with those of the peaks in standard chronatographs. The
width of the retention time window used to Bake
identifications should be based upon measurements of actual
retention tiroe variations of standards over the course of aday.

11.5 If the response for a peak exceeds the working range of the
system, dilute the sample or decrease the sample size andre-analyze.

11.6 If the measurement of the peak response is prevented by the
presence of interferences, sample or system clean-up is
required.

12 . Calculations
12.1 When a parameter has been identified the concentration will

be calculated using the response factor (PF) determined in
Section 7 .8 .3 and Equation 2.
Equation 2:

Concentration [ug/L] « (A ) (RF)
Where: A » Area or peak height for the parameter to be measured.

12 . 2 Report results in uc&/L without correction for recovery
data.

13. Method Performance
The Method Detection Limit (MDL) Is defined as the minimumconcentration of a substance that can be measured and reported
with 99% confidence. The MDL actually achieved in a givenanalysis will vary depending on Instrument sensitivity and matrix

Itw data and data r/Bluaticne pejorated to define the KDL are
included in TteMt 2, Tabl« 3 and AttacJ*aent A.
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TABLE 1
Chronatographic Conditions and Method Detection Limits

Retention Tiro Method Detection LimitParameter (mini fucr/L)
1,1-DicJiloroethylene 0.62 1.0 ppb
Ijl̂ ^Triciiloroethylene 3.32 1.0 ppb
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethylene 9.68 2.0 ppb

Column Ocnditicn: 1 .5' SE-30 Support and % coating unknown. Helium
carrier gas at 20 ml/ndn to establish Method Detection Limits. Highgrade air at 20 ml/min in actual field use. Ambient tenperature.
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TABLE 2
Calibration Curve

Ocnfcrameter
1 , 1-Dichloroethylene*

1,1,2-Trichloro-ethylene

1 , 1 , 2 , 2 -Tetrachloro-ethylene

Dentratlcnfua/L)
1
5

10
20

1-20
1
5

10
20

1-20
1
5

10
20

1-20

—TTioy
fUQ/L)

3.92
O.B8
4.16
11.8

0.88
3.19
8.81

10.6
11.9
3.19

14.0
10.5
11.8
14.5
10.5

- 4.77"
- 1.63b

- 9.80
- 13.6
- 13. 6C

- 5.06
- 11.3
- 13.3
- 13.7
- 13. 7d

-18.7*
- 15.1
- 13.4
- 15.3
- 18. 7C

RFB X 107

fUQ/L)
0.60
0.53
3.99
1.04
4.83
0.99
1.27
1.37
0.90
3.57
3.32
2 .30
0.89
0.38
2.21

RF x 107

fucr/L)
4.35
1 .26
6.98

12.4
6.93
4.33

10.6
11.9
12.8
9.79

16.3
12.7
12.4
14 .8
14.1

RF * Response Factor calculated using Equation 1
RFs » Standard Deviation of number measurements noted
RF « Mean response factor for measurements
a « Range of 3 measurements, except when noted differently
b - Range of 2 measurements
c » TUnge of 9 mearnirements
d • Range of 12 measurements
* Data reported for 1,1 Dichlorcn'thy}»r» not gcuitable to v*r ify

calibration acoeptanoe criteria.
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TABLE 3
Method Accuracy and Precision as Functionsof Ocnoentraticn

Standard
Oonoen- CGnoen- Range __tration traticn of Q Q Qs Percentparameter (ug/L) (ug/k? fua/L) fug/L) ^ug/L) E

1,1-Dichloro- 2 2.6 1 .65-2.38 2,07 0.38ethylene
8a 6.0 75

15 20.3 6.24-8.21 7.38 7.38
1,1,2-Trichloro- 2 2.2 1.83-2.44 2.14 0.31ethylene

8* 3.1 39
15 17.3 11.71-15.7 13.98 2.08

1,1,2,2-Ttetra- 2 2.4 1.62-1.96 1.81 0.17diloroethylene
8 3.2 40

15 24. 1 11.18-15.78 13.50 2 .30

"Q~ « Concentration measured in sanple, in uj/L
Qs - Standard deviation of three measurements
R « SpiJce recovery
a - 2 hour equilibration (Section 10.3)
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ATTACHMENT A

The purpose of this Investigation was to determine If analytical datadetained in the laboratory from the ftootovac Model 10A10 shows a
positive correlation with analytical data obtained in the laboratory
from a purge and trap system. Additionally, method detection limits
(MDL) will be determined from data obtained from the Rvatovac Model
10A10 for specified ccnpounds. To demonstrate the correlation of data
from these two souroes laboratory grade water will be fortified at
preselected levels with a methanollc solution of the analytes. The
resulting fortified water will be analyzed by both systems. Analyses
will be performed in triplicate to establish precision of the
measurements.
Five compounds listed below were selected for study:

o 1,1-dichloroethane
o 1,1-dichloroethyleneo 1,1, 1-trichloroethaneo 1,1,2-trichloroethylene
o 1,1,2,2-tfitrachloroethylene.

Water samples fortified with methanolic solutions of the above
compounds spanning the concentration range of 0-20 pffc were analyzedin triplicate with both instruments.
Five ml. water samples were analyzed ty purge and trap using Method
624.
7ne Jfcotovac 1QA10 accepts only gaseous sairples. To accommodate thisrequirement, headspace samples were prepared for analysis as described
in the following paragraph.
Twenty-five ml. of fortified water was placed into a clean 40 ml. Vt&bottle. The bottle was sealed, inverted a few times and stored upside
down for one hour prior to analysis. After one of equilibration 100
uL of headspace was removed using a gas tight syringe and injected
into the Riotovac Model 1QA10.
Blanks containing methanol equivalent to the volume of spike added
were also analyzed in triplicate.

ruroent parameters are given below:
AND TRAP

TeXmar Liquid Sample Concentrator ISC-2
Tekmar Model AL6 Automatic lAhoratory Sampler
Hevlett PackArd hfodel 588QA Gas Ouxmatograph
Tracer Wsdel 70QA Hall Elec. Ccnd. Detector
Carrier: He * 40 ml./min.
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Analytical Column: B1 x 1/8" SS 1% BP 1000 on Cabopack B 60/60 mesh
Volume Purged: 5 ml.
Temperature: 45 for 3 minutes
Program: B per minute to 220

Hold at 220 for 35 minutes
Integrator: Hewlett Packard Model 3390A
HCTJVAC 10A10
Carrier: He at 20 ml./'tain.*
Tenperature: Antoient approximately (15-24 C)Injection Volume: 100 ul Teflon
Analytical Column: 1 ,5' SE-30 Support and % Coating unknown
Integrator: Hewlett Packard Model 339QA
The results indicate the Ehotovac showed good response for sarrples
containing greater than 1 to 2 ppb of the chloroethylenes; however,
sanples of the chloroaUcanes at 1000 ppb did not ejdiibit a ineasurableresponse and the corresponding alkanes could not be identified.
Chronatograms generated during development of calibration curves andmethod detection lijnits are included for reference.

purity *lr v*s not available in-house and
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AFKNDDC B
Procedures for Field Measurement of pH, SpecificConductance and Terrperature of Water Sanples



field Measurement of pH In Water
1. Scope and Application

This method Is applicable to samples of stonmwater, surface water, watersupplies and groundwater with measurement occurring at the sampling location
2. Summary of Method

The pH of water is determined using a portable, field pH meter with a temper-ature-compensated combination electrode.
3. Apparatus

A) Haake Buchler pH Meter StickB) 100 ml disposable beakers
4. Reagents— - *

A) pH reference buffer solut ions:
1) pH « "4.00 ± .0 1
2) pH * 7.00 i .Ol
3) pH * 10.00 ± .0 1

B) dist i l led water
5. Sample Handling and Preparation

Sample al iquots for pH measurement should be obtained directly from thesampling point in 300 ml disposable beakers. Groundwater samples being
tested dur ing well purging can be obtained from the pump d ischarge l ine.

6. Ca l i b r a t i o n
Ca l i b ra t e the meter/electrode using two reference solut ions that bracke tthe expected pH of the sample. Reference solutions should be at roorrtemperature . Imnerse the electrode in pH 7.00 solution and adjust themeter as needed. Remove and rinse the electrode and repeat using the
second buffer so lu t ion . Repeat ad justments unti l read ings are w i t h i n
0.05 pH units of the reference values.

7. Procedure
Irrierse the electrode in the water while gently ag i tat ing . After aboutone-half minute, record the pH reading to the nearest O.OS units -- pro-vided the meter readings are not fluctuating more than *0.03 units . Besure that temperature compensat ion has been provided for. Remove and
t ^ c - c ^ ^ ' j rir. it lU e 'e^t iude with dist i l led waler . Repeal tl.t r * e : > ur«--mtnt procedure unt i l four readings have been obta i ned .



8. Interferences
Prolonged 1nr>ers1on of the electrode In turbid solutions can lead to pluggingof the liquid Junction and erratic meter readings. The electrode should becleaned by gently blott ing with a lab tissue and r ins ing with d ist i l led water

9. Verif icat ion of Accuracy
Following the last of the four replicate measurements , immerse the r insedelectrode 1n each of the reference buffer solutions used to ca l ibrate themeter/electrode prior to sample measurements. If the readings are notwithin 0 .05 units of the reference values, recal ibrate the meter/electrodeand re-do the measurement of the sample just tested.

10. Assessment of Precision
Calcu la te the mean and standard deviat ion of the four repl icate measure-ments. If the standard Deviat ion is greater than 0.1 units , re-do thev^ measurement of the sample just tested Including cal ibrat ion and ver i f i -cation.

f

11. Reporting
Report the average value of the replicate measurements to the nearest0 . 1 un i t s .



Meld Measurement of Specific ConductanceVnd Temperature
1. _Scope and Application

This method Is appl icable to samples of storamwater, surface water, water
supplies and groundwater with measurement occurring at the sampling point .

2. Summary of Method
The specif ic conductance and temperature of water Is determined using a
portable, field conductivity meter having manual temperature compensat ion.

3. Apparatus
A) YSI Model 33 S-C-T Meter with weighted probeB) 100 ml disposable beakers•
Reagents
A) 0 .01 N KC1 reference solutionB) dist i l led water

5. Sample Handl ing and Preparation
Sample al iquots for specif ic conductance and temperature should be obtaineddirectly from the sampling point 1n 100 ml disposable beakers . Groundwatersamples being tested during well purging can be obtained from the pump dis-charge line.

6. Ca l i b r a t i o n
Cal ibra te the thermometer in the probe aga in s t the thermo-^eter in the f ie ld
laboratory. Readings should be with in * 1 C C. Cal i b ra t e the spec if ic con-
ductance meter using the 0 .0 1 N KC1 reference so lu t ion . The spec i f i c con-
ductance of this solution is 14 13 umhos/cm at 25 C C. Adjust the meter asneeded. Temperature cal ibration should be perfomed weekly. Specif icconductance cal ibrat ion should be performed dai ly dur ing the per iod of use .

7. Procedure
Check battery cond i t ion by turning se l ec tor dial to "Red L i n e " . Adjust
meter as needed. Imr.erse the probe in the bea r e r wh i l e gently a g i t a t i n o .
Turn se l ec tor dial to "Ttrr^trature" and record t empera tu r e to nearest 0 . 5 C CAdjust manual temperature compensat ion d ia l to temperature of wa t e r . Turn
selector dial to "Conduct iv i ty" at the scale range appropriate to sampleconductance. Record spec i f i c conductance to three s i g n i f i c a n t d ig i t s . Re-
move and thoroughly rinse the probe with d i s t i l l ed wat e r . Pt>r >eat tempera-
ture and spec i f i c conduLta fu t n i f f lSuf t r t . t - n t s u * < t i l four s e t s t >? r e a d i n g s
have been obta ined .



Assessment of Precision
Calculate the mean and standard duration of the four specif ic conductance•measurements. If the standard deviat ion 1s greater than 5t of the mean,re-do the measurement of the sample just tested.
Reporting
Report the average values of the repl icate measurements to the nearest 1°Cfor temperature and to three . s ign i f i cant digits for spec if i c conductance.
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Special Analyt ical Serv ices Request Forms



InviroomenUi r'reiettion
Sample fc'jnagement Office> X Box 111, Alexandria, Virginia

P..ONE: I70J) »7-WOor FTS-S57-2* »0

R umber

SPECIAL ANALYTICAL SERVICESRegional Request

Regional Transmittal

A. EPA Region and Site Name:
I Regional Representat ive: _
C. Telephone Number: (3 12)
I . Date of Request:_______

Telephone Request

V, Eau Claire Municipal VJell Field
Frank Thomas or Dennis Wesolowski
3 5 3 - 9 0 8 7 o r ( 3 1 2 ) 8 8 6 - 1 9 7 1
19 February 1986

P'ease provide below a description of your request for Special Analytical Services under
i te Uncontrolled Hazardous Waste Dumpsite Program. In order to most efficiently obtain
lab^>tory capability for your request, please address the following considerations. If
r )pticable. Incomplete or erroneous information may result in delay In the processing
< your request. Please continue response on additional sheets, or attach supplementary
Information as needed.

General description of analytical service requested: See Attachinent 1

2. ̂ >efinition and number of work units involved (specify whether whole samples or
fract ions; whether organics or inorganics ; whether aqueous or soil and sed iment s ;
and whether low, medium, or high concentrat ion):

See Attachment 2

3. Purpose of analysis (spec ify whether Superfund (Remedial or Enfor c emen t ) , R C R A
NPDES , e t c . ) :

Super Pond, Reredial _________

1.
5.

d eU( » ) of co l l e c t ion : Bcc ^tachnent 3_________
r* ' (4) and iKr.H nf shV.--»nf SGG Att^cl^ITEr't -



>. Approximate number of day* results required after Ub receipt of samples :_ ___
_______________ _____ 20 days _____________________ ____ _______

1 Analytical protocol required (attach copy If other than a protocol currently used In
this program) :
Method 601-Purreable Ilalocarbons, Federal Register, Vol. 49, October 26, 1984. The

quantification shall be done by either external or internal standard methods described
in Method 601. The normal 5 ml purging volume may be increased to achieve detection
limits but should then remain constant throughout the study.

S. Vpedal technical instructions (If outside protocol requirements, specify compound
names, CAS numbers, detection limits, e t c . ) :

See Attachment 4

Analyt ica l resu l t s required ( if known, specify format for data sheets , QA/QC report s ,
Cham-of-Cu&tody documentation, e t c . ) . If not completed, format of resu l ts will be
left to program d i scret ion .

See Attachment 5 ___________________

10. Other (use additional sheets or attach supplementary information, as needed)

1. Nan .e of con ta c t : Jack . ui i . ,-^j . W+itr
Phone :

f-«.tit-in nf fr,



-J-
D»ta Requirement*
Parameter:

1, 1-Dichloroethene ______
I, 1-Dichloroe thane ____
cis-l,2-Dichloroethene
trans-1 , 2-Dichloroethene
1, 1, 1-Trichloroethone
Trichloroethene

Detection Limit

0 . 1 0 ug/L
0 . 1 0 uq/L
0 . 1 0 ug/L
0 . 10 ug/L
0 . 10 ug/L
0 . 10 ug/L

1 ,1 , 2-Trichloroe thane 0 . 10 ug/L
Nfetrachloroethene
QC Requirements
Audits Required

0 . 10 ug/L
Attachment 6

Frequency of Audits

' • l^cli°[} Requ ired if L imi t s are Exce eded :
Retest sanples - Contact Dennis Wesolowski

PrecUlon Desired
(II or Cone.)
Matrix spike duplicates
are within +15% at 95%
confidence level. Matrix
spike recovery should be
within 80 to 120% .

Limi t s * (I or Cone . )



ATTACHMENT 1
General Description of Analytical Services Requested

Analysis of halogenated volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
plus cis-l,2-Dichloroethene, as specified by EPA Method 601.
Eight VOCs are known to be present and are of special
interest (1,1-Dichloroethene, 1,1-Dichloroethane, trans-1,2-
Dichloroethene, cis-l,2-Dichloroethene, 1,1,1-Trichloroethane,
Trichloroethene, 1,1,2-Trichloroethane and Tetrachloroethene) and havespecific QA objectives as outlined in this Special Analytical
Services. Other VOC compounds of Method 601 are not expected but must
be identified and quantified if detected using normal Method 601
criteria.



ATTACHMENT 2
Definition and Number of Work Units Involved

Approximately 191 groundwater and surface water samples will becollected in two rounds and analyzed for the above organic compounds,
Ihe exact number of samples collected in the second round will be
contingent on the results of the first round. A breakdown of the
samples by matrix and round is provided in Table 1. All samples are
low concentration. A summary of the existing VDC concentration data
is provided in Table 2.



TABI£ 1
Summary of Sampling Program

Number of Samples

Media
Groundwater
Surface Water
Field Blanks
Duplicates
Trip Blanks
Decontamination
Blanks

Pound 1
64

3
28
14
14

6

Round 2
27

3
10
10
10

2

Media
Total

91
6

38
24
24

8

TOTAL 129 62 191



TABLE 2
MAXIMUM VOIAITIE ORGANIC CONCENTRATIONS

LbTEL'llD IN GROUNDWATER
Eau Claire Municipal Well Field and Vicinity

1982 - 1986
(micrograns per liter)

Well
Designation
EPA B °r C

MW 01
02A
02B
02C
03A
03B
03C
04
05
06
07
08
09

1,1-DCA

N.D.
N.D.
1 .0
1 .0
3 .9
6 .0
6.6
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

1.1-DCE

-2
-2
-2
-2

1 .0
2.1
2.9
-2
-1
-2
-2
-2
-1

1,2DCE

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
«o
-2
-2
-2
-1

PCE

-2
-2
-2
-2
_e3
-5
-5
-2

4 .9
-2
-2
-2

2 .5

1,1,1-TCA

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

24
53
52

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

1,1,2-^TCA

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

ICE

4 . 3

4 . 3
4 . 9
4 . 8
7 . 2

16
13
-2
3 . 7
-2
8 . 8
-2
3 . 5

N .D . : Analyzed but not detected
N.A. : Not analyzed
- prefix: Less than value
Well Designation:
EPA: RHM ironitoring well or soil boring
WENR: Wisconsin Department Natural Resources ironitoring well
CEC: City of Eau Claire monitoring well
NPT: National Presto Industries ironitoring well
Method of Analysis:
A: EPA Method 601
B: EPA Method 624
C: J^-i-t ~.v» >, portable GC



TABLE 2 (Oont'd)
MAXIMUM VDIATII£ ORSANIC CONCENTRATIONS

ue;ra.TtU IN GRCKJNDWATER
Eau Claire Municipal Well Field and Vicinity

1982 - 1986
(micrograms per liter)

WellDesignation
CEC*
MW 01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08

1.1-DCA

9 .0
10.3
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2

3 .7
-0.2
-0.2

1,1-DCE

20.0
11 .4
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
5.7

-1.6
-1.6

l f2DCE PCE

0.2 2 .3
T 2.3

N.D. 1.1
N.D. 1.1
N.D. 4.5
N.D. 17.1
N.D. 2 .5
N.D. 4 .0

1,1,1-TCA

188.0
158.0

0 .2
-0.1

0 .2
40 .7
0.1
0.1

1,1,2-TCA

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

TCE

3 1 .6
3 4 . 6

0 .9
0 . 3
1 .6
7 . 8
0 . 3
1 .2

N.D. : Analyzed but not detected
N.A. : Not analyzed
- prefix: Less than value
Well Designation:
EPA: REM monitoring well or soil boring
WCNR: Wisconsin Department Natural Resources inonitoring well
CEC: City of Eau Claire inonitoring well
NPI: National Presto Industries monitoring well
Method of Analysis:
A: EPA Method
B: EPA Method 624
C: Ifcotovac(R) prrt*b!e GC



TAHI£ 2 (Oont'd)
MAXIMUM VOIAITI£ ORGANIC CONCENTRATIONS

ixi'BJi'tv IN GHOUNDWAIER
Eau Claire Municipal Well Field and Vicinity

1982 - 1986
(micrograms per liter)

Well
Designation 1,1-DCA 1.1-DCE 1.2DCE PCE 1.1.1-TCA 1.1.2-TCa TCE
WENR*
MW 01

02
03
04
05
05P
06
07
08
09
09P
10
10P
11
IIP
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0.1
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0.1
0.1
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0.1
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0.4
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0.1
N.D.
2.5
0.6
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
0 .2
0.1
0.4
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

N.D,
N.D.
N.D,
N.D,
N .D,
0 . 1
N.D ,
N.D,
N .D ,
N .D ,
N.D,
N.D
0 . 1
N .D
N.D
N.D
N.D,
N.D,
3 . 0
N.D
N .D
N .D
N.D

N.D, : Analyzed but not detected
N.A. : Not analyzed
- prefix: Less than value
Well Designation:
EPA: MM monitoring well or soil boring
WENR: Wisconsin Department Natural Restxirces monitoring well
CEC: City of Eau Claire monitoring well
NPI: National Presto Industries monitoring well
Mr»thf.id of Analysis:
A: EPA Method 601
B: EPA Method 624
C: ttvTtevac (R) port*b> GC



TABl£ 2 (Cont'd)
MAXIMUM VOIATIIE ORGANIC CONCENTRATIONS

IN (330UNDWAIER
Eau Claire Municipal Well Field and Vicinity

1982 - 1986
(micrograms per liter)

Well
Designation 1.1-DCA 1,1-DCE 1,2DCE PCE l.l.l^TCA 1,1,2-TCA TCE
NPI*
MW 01

03A
03B
03C
04
06

-1.0
1 .7
4.3
3 .4

-1.0
360.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
36.0

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1

0.4
10.0

-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
-1.0
3 .3

17.0

7.2
1 .4

-1.0
-1.0
1.1

1300.0

, N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

-1 .0
-1 .0
-1 .0
-1.0
1 .4
1 .0

N.D. : Analyzed but not detected
N.A.: Not analyzed
- prefix: Pass than value
well Designation:
EPA: REM monitoring well or soil boring
WENF: Wisconsin Department Natural Resources monitoring well
CEC: City of Eau Claire monitoring well
NPTr National Presto Industrie monitoring
Itethod of Analysis:
A: EPA Method 601
B: EPA Method 624
C; i!-iotovac(R) portable OC



ATTACHMENT 3
Estimated Dates of Collection and Shipment

One first round of water sampling will begin on 17 March 1986 and willcontinue through approximately 3 April 1986. Ihe second round ofwater sampling will begin on 28 April 1986 and continue until 8 May
1986. It is estiinated that 5 to 10 samples will be collected dailyincluding Saturday (30 to 60 per week). The samples will be shipped
daily. Each daily shipment will include two (2) field blanks and one
(1) trip blank. In addition, two (2) decontamination blanks will besubmitted weekly.



ATTACHMENT 4
Special Technical Instructions

1) GC equipped with a Hall Conductivity Detector will be used for
analysis. The primary and secondary chroroatcgraphy columns ofMethod 601 are required. Please note that cis- and trans-1,2-Dichloroethene ooelute on the prijmary column of method 601;

2) Second column confirmation is required. The secondary column
shall be packed with N-Octane or Porisil C (100/120 mesh). GC/MSmay be used for confirmatory purposes when the compounds to beconfirmed are present in sufficient concentrations;

3) The Method Detection Limits (MDL) specified in Method 601 should
be achieved under the conditions of no sample interferences.Sample interferences are not expected in most of the samples;

4) If dilution is required for any reason the sample must be rerunat a dilution at least one-tenth (0.10) that of the dilution
factor used to bring the component on scale in order to achievethe listed Method Detection Limits. It is anticipated that fewif any sample concentrations will be of a sufficient magnitude torequired dilution (see Attachment 2, Table 2);

5) All groundwater samples must be analyzed within 14 days of
collection. All surface water samples must be analyzed within 7days of sample collection;

6) A larger sample volume (up to 25 ml) may be used to achieve theMethod Detection Limits but must be invariant during the study.
Surrogate concentrations should be adjusted proportionally tosample volume.

7) Calculate and report percent recovery of three (3) surrogatecompounds that may be also used as internal standards. Response
for bronochloromethane, 2-bromo-l-chloropropane and
1,4-Dichlorotautane shall not vary by more than ±10% on a dailybasis. If this tolerance is exceeded the sample must be
re-analyzed;

8) Laboratory must establish the MDL prior to each of the two (2)sample rounds by running seven (7) aliquots of five times (5x)the estiirated method detection limit and calculating the actual
MDL as described in Appendix B of 40 CFR, Part 136, October 26,1984. All raw data pertaining to this calculation
(chromatograms, quantitative reports, tabulated results) must be
submitted with analytical results;

9) Each sarple wHJ t« tnabiutt*d in four (4) 4o ru vials.
Additional vials will be prcvirt»«1 if request«d.



ATTACHMENT 5
Analytical Results Required

1) Provide calibration curves, matrix spike and duplicate summarytables, surrogate percent recovery summary and all chromatograms,
and quantification and confirmation printouts;

2) If GC/MS is used for confirmation, all associated calibration andsample spectra must be submitted;
3) Provide all calibration curves (0.5 to lOppb range);
4) Provide response factor table for Internal Standard (I .S.) if

used;
5) Provide MDL study results per item 8 of Section 8 (Attachment 4).



ATTACHMENT 6
Audits Required

Audit Description
1. Calibration curvecheck standards

(mid-point ofcalibration
curve)

2. Matrix spikeduplicates (shallinclude 8 compounds
of interest)

Frequency of Audits Its (% or Oonc.l
Tested at beginning of ±15% recoveryrun if calibration
curve not done andat end of every sample
run if calibration curveis performed
One per 10 samples or
1 per set of sanples

80 to 120% recovery;
spikes at 2 to 5
ug/L (higher if VDCconcentrationhigher). ±15% RFD(6 95% c.l.) ofduplicates

3. Laboratory blanks One per 10 saitples or Less than 0.10 ug^/Lat least 1 each analysis

4. EPA referencesanples will be
provided by RegionV Quality Assurance
Office

5. Surrogates (or
I .S. ) ;See Section 8.7
of Method 601 for3 compounds

set
One set of 2 per month ±25% at true value

Every sanple (2 ug/L) 80 to 120% recoveryfor both externaland internal
standards;




